








F. M. CHURCH, RAHWAY, N. J., SEPTEMBER 4-7, 1878.
OFFICERS.
President-B. T. ROBERTS.
Secretary-E. P. Sellew. Assistant-J. E. Bristol.
COMMITTEES.
On Public Worship-B. T. Roberts, W. Jones, J. Glen
Ou Statistics and Publishing Minutes-The Secretaries.
On Collecting Funds for Publishing Minutes-James
Dickson.
On Nominating Examiners in the Course of Study-To
S. LaDue, .A. G. Terry.
On Missions and Missionary .Appropriations-J. Travis,
J. E. Bristol, J. Glen, L. Woodruff.
On Bible Course-James Gray.
On Conference Claims-R. Stuart.
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On Sabbath Schools-W. Gould, Geo. Lamb.
On Publications-To S. LaDue, O. V. Ketels, C. Main ..
On Tract Fund:-J. E. Bristol, W. Gould.
To Receive the Collections for the General Superinten­
dents-G. Eakins.
To Receive the Collections for Expenses of Delegates to
the General Conference-G. E. Ferrin.
On the Dover Cburch-J. E. Bristol, T. S. LaDue, J.
Dickson, L. Woodruff.
STANDING COMMITTEES.
1. Examiners on the Course of Study for 1878-9:
Preliminary Course-E. P. Sellew.
First Year-To S. LaDue, W. M. Parry.
Second Year--W. Gould, G. E. Ferrin.
Third Year--J. Glen, O. V. Ketels.
Fourth Year-J. Travis, S. V. McVey.
2. Conference Tent-rrhe Chairmen, J. Travis, W.
,Jones, W. Gould, E. P. Sellew.
3. New York Conference Camp-Mcet.ing.e+The Chair­
men: J. Travis, W. Jones, 'V. Gould, E. P. Sellew.
4. Chili Camp-Meeting.--J. Travis, W. Gould, T. S.
LaDue, J. Dickson.
DISCIPLINARY QUESTIONS.
1. What are the names of preachers and delegates












































2. Who are the Stationing Committee?
B. T. Roberts, W. M. Parry, T. S. LaDue, E. P. Sel­
lew, S. V. McVey, L. Woodruff, J. Gray, J. Dickson,
W. Spry.
3. What preachers are admitted on trial ?
D. W. Hart.
4.. Who remain on trial ?
James S. Bradbrook.
5. Who are admitted into full connection?
John Wintsch, J. W. Tamblyn.
6. Who are the Deacons?
C. F. WUI'.ster, J. W. Tamblyn, John Wintsch (the
last-named ordained this year.)
7. Who have been elected and ordained Elder's this
year?
George Eakins, Andrew Magnns Ahgren.
8. Who have located this year?
None.
9. Who are the superannuated or worn-out preachersr
A. G. Terry, S. H. Bronson, R Coons.
10. Who have been expelled from the Conference
this year?
None.
11. Who have withdrawn from the Conference this
year?
None.
12. Are all the preachers blameless in life, etc.
The character of each was examined and passed.
13. Who have died this year?
None.
14. What is the number of church members, etc. ?
See Table of Statistics.
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15. What amounts are necessary for the superannu­
ated preachers, etc. ?
See Report of Committee on Conference Claims.
16 & 17. What sum is necessary to defray the ex­
penses of our delegates to the General Conference? and
What has been collected, etc. ?
See Report of Oommittee on Receiving Collections for
Expenses of our Delegates to the General Conference.
18. Where are the preachers stationed this year?
See Appointments.
.
19. Where and when shall our next Conference be
held?
At Philadelphia, Pa., as near the first week of Sept.
1879, as shall be consistent with the plans of the Gen­
eral Superintendents.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Six sittings of the Conference were held as follows:
Wednesilay afternoon, Thursday morning, Friday morn­
ing; Saturday, morning, afternoon and evening.
Public religions services were held each afternoon
and evening.
Sabbath, President B. T. Roberts preached in the
Free Methodist Church morning and evening, and in
the afternoon, D. P. Baker, Editor of The l!1ree Metho­
dist, preached in the same place. At 4.30 p. M., J.
Travis preached at an open-air meeting by the river­
side.
In the evening D. P. Baker occupied the pulpit of the
Reformed Episcopal Church; J. Travis, of the 2d Pres­
byterian Church ; E. P. Sellew, of the 1st M. E. Church;
and T. S. LaDue, of the 2d M. E. Church.
A resolution of thanks to Mr. W. F. Holwill, General
Ticket Agent of the D. IJ. & W. R. R., for reduction of
fare and other favors, was adopted.
ORDINATIONS.-At the close of the Sabbath morning
services, John Wintsch was ordained a Deacon. At the
close of the afternoon services, George Eakins. and
Andrew Magnus Ahgren, were ordained Elders.
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APPOINTMENTS.
WINDSOR DISTRICT.-E. P SELLEW, Chairman.
Windsor and Harpersville , , E. P. Sellew
Brainbridge, Unadilla and Oneonta.....•..... J. S. Bradbrook
Canaan and Uniondale S. V. McVey
Liberty " J. W. Tamblyn
Beaverkill and Walton G. E. Ferrin
WILKES BARRE DISTRIOT.-W. JONlLS, Chairman.
Wilkes Barre. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . George Eakins
Abington W. Jones
Tunkhannock and Keiserville E. E. Adams
Beach Pond and Oregon " W. B. Rose (supply)
NEW YORK DISTRICT.--W. GOULD, Chairman.
New York, Brooklyn and Newark 5 o. V. Ketels, C. F. Wurster
German Churches � J. Wintsch,
Brooklyn W. Gould
Rahway D. W. Hart
37th St., New York '" '" 'fo be supplied
Wlndham C. H. Southworth
Farmingdale To be supplied
PHILADELPHIA DlSTRICT.-J. TRAVIS, Chairman.
Philadelphia , J. Travis
Allentown and Lehigh Valley ' ' T. S.LaDue
Stanhope and Phillipsburg J. Glen
Dover '" ., " , J. E. Bristol
Elkton , W. M. Parry
Swedish Mission ' A. M. Ahgren
A. G. Terry and S.H. Bronson, Superannuated, members of the
Windsor District Quarterly Conference. R. Coons, Superan­
nuated, member of N. Y. District Quarterly Conference. G.
Edwards, missionary to Washington Territory. G. R. Harvey,
probably transferred to the Kansas Conference.
RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED.
ResoVved-1st, That all the preachers in charge of circuit-s. be
requested to present, and read the statistics of their circuits, in
connection with the passage of their characters at the next
annual aesson of this Conference.
Resolved-2d, That the candidates for examination, and the
examiners in the course of study. be required to be present at
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the seat of the Conference next year, one day previous to the
time of its sitting; and that the candidates for examination, be
required to bring with them their text books.
Beeotoed=-B«, 'I'hat the collections ordered by this Confer­
ence, be taken in the following order during the coming year:
First quarter, Tract Cause; second quarter, Conference Claims;
third quarter, Missions; fourth quarter, Bible Cause, General
Superintendents Claim, of fifteen cents per member, to be col­
lected of the members individually.
Wlterea8-The Free Methodist Church has been raised up of
God to spread scriptural holiness over these lands, and,
Whereas, In doing this work we must take our stand against.
the popular sins and amusements, countenanced by most de­
nomlnations. 'I'herejore,
Re8olved-4th, That countenancing such amusements as chess,
croquet, checkers, etc., in Free Methodist families is inconsis­
tent with the usages and discipline of the Free Methodist
Church.
Re8olved-5th, That we as a Conference, in accordance with
the Divine command, " If there come any unto you, and bring
not this doctrine, receive him not into vour house, neither bid
him God-speed; for he that biddeth hin; God-speed, is a partaker
of his evil deeds," pledge ourselves, anew to the maintenance
of discipline with reference to Secret Societies, and to keep our­
selves free from all connection with members of such societies,
in our labors for the Lord on our respective circuits.
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.
I.-ON MISSIONS.
Your committee beg leave to report that in their opinion, it. is
not advisable on the part of this Conference, to take any steps
toward the formation of an Annual Conference Missionarv
organization, until after the session of the ensuing General Can.
ference; but we urge upon our preachers increased faithfulness
in making their missionary collections, as provided for in our
book of Discipline; also npon our members, increased Iibera lity
towards this object.
Whol� amount received $38 55
'1'0 be distributed as follows:
To C. F. Wurster _ _ $16 50
" George Eakins " " .. _ 16 50
" A. G. Terry ... '" _ _ , _.. . .. . . . 5 55
II -ON BIBLE CAUSE.
Whole amount received _ .. _ $28 09
Resolved-That the same be paid to the American Bible Society
of New York.
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IlL-ON CONFERENCE CLAIMS.
Whole amount received $16 06
Which the Conference ordered paid to A. G. Terry.
IV.-GENERAL SUPERINTENDENTS' COLLECTIONS.
Whole amount received. o. 0.0. " ••• , ••• , •••••••••••••• $53 76
Vo-ON EXPENSES O:!J' DELEGA·TES TO GENERAL CONFERENCE.
Whole amount received•...... " ., $64 47
Computed amount necessary 0 _ " ••••••••• $125 00
Deficiency , _ . . . . . . . . . . .,. _ . . . . . .. 60 58
Which deficiency Conference ordered to be raised by the
charges in arrears.
VI.-ON SABBATH·SCHOOLS.
Resolved-1st, That we are not doing all we can for the re­
ligious instruction of the young, and we regret our past unfaith­
fulness. "While men slept, the enemy came and sowed tares."
Resolved-2d, That it is unwise and injurious to allow our
children to be drawn under the influence of the formal religion
of our times, by attending. such Sabbath-Schools as are now
conducted by the worldly-conformed churches. But we ourselves
ought to provide fully for the thorough religious instruction of
the rising generation. "How shall the blind lead the blind?
Shall they not both fall into the ditch ?"
.Resolved-3d, That those parents and guardians ought to be
lovingly rebuked and instructed, who allow their children to
form such associations as will surely and insiduously undermine
those principles and practices which we, as a people, deem it our
duty to promote.
Resolved-4th, That a rigid adherence to the system of Sab­
bath-School lessons, now in common use throughout the country,
does not allow or provide that variety and character of Bible
study that the Holy Spirit employs in guiding us into all truth.
We therefore recommend our people not to tie themselves up to
this sytem of lessons, to the exclusion of other methods of Bible
study in the Sabbath-School work.
Resolved-5th, That we urge our people,without regard to age
or sex.to attend our Sabbath Schools and assist in the instruction
of the young, so far as is practicable and consistent.
Resolved-6th, That a committee be appointed to arrange for
the holding of one or more Sabbath-School conventions within
the bounds of our Conference during the coming year.
Resolved-7th, That our coming General Conference be re­
quested to arrange, by disciplinary enactment, so far as the
needs of our work demand, formaking our Sabbath-School work
more effective; and that they inaugurate and promote such
publishing enterprises as will supply our schools with a sancti­
fied literature, adapted to the young.
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VII.-ON PUBLICATIONS.
The press, as an agent in the dissemmination of ideas and
principles underlying the practices of men aud inciting them to
action, is an instrument of incalculable power for good or evil.
The various religious denominations of this day use the press
as one of the most efficient means of growth and prosperity,­
and we as a denomination, raised up we believe of God, need to
avail ourselves of this agency that we may, by all means in our
power, most effectively advance Christ's kingdom on earth.
We repeat our oft-expressed commendations of The Free
Methodist' and The Earnest Christian, They are invaluable
organs for the spread of evangelical truth in our own borders,
and have reached many outside, numbers of whom ascribe their
conviction, conversion and sanctification to these agencies. They
perform a good pioneer work, in many instances Introducing our
distinctive principles, and preparing the way for the preachers.
The tracts and other religious literature issued and sold on the
most favorable terms by the publishers of The Free Methodist
and The Earnest Christian, and by Brother J. E. Bristol, deserve
our patronage in preference to any other, and we earnestly re­
quest our brethren of the ministry and laity to procure and to
distribute these tracts and this literature, as widely as possible.
We are gratified to learn that the Sabbath-School papers issued
by the publishers of The Free Metlwdist, are gaining in circula­
tion among our own people, and also are subscribed for quite
largely by Sabbath-Schools of other denominations, as preferable
to their own Sabbath-School papers.
'We bespeak a wide circulation for General Supermtendent
B. T. Roberts' new book, " Fishers of Men," as we believe it con­
tains more excellent and practical advice to ministers, in the
work of saving souls, than any other book within our knowledge.
We give the Ohristian Cynosure our hearty sympathy and
support as the most able exponent of anti-secret principles in
the world, and we sympathize with its able editor-in-chief, Pres­
ident Blanchard, in his present severe trials.
We would recommend the New York 'Weekly Witness, as a
newspaper highly worthy of our patronage.
VII I.-ON TRACT FUND.
In the great work of spreading scriptural holiness committed
to us, we recognize the power of the press as scarcely inferior to
any other; and are persuaded that it is most effectively em­
ployed, and brought to bear on the consciences of men by cir­
culating thoroughly religious tracts,
We rejoice that God is stirring up some among us to engage
more earnestly than formerly in this department of church
work. Many hearts are feeling a call to gather leaves from the
" Tree of life, which are for the healing of the nations," aud to
scatter them among the sin-stricken of all classes, in the shape
of pure Gospel tracts.
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But to do this effectively requires more organization, and
better employment of means and effort, than we, as a church
have yet displayed.
The attention of all our people should be called to the sub.
ject, and its importance pressed upon their consideration.
Every society should be taught to regard tract distribution as
an essential part of individual and church work, and as a pre­
cious and blessed duty, in doing which nearly all can share,
whether old or young, talented or otherwise. Systemat­
ic giving of money, time and effort should be provided for, and
our past short-comings in this direction should be as fully atoned
for as possible by laboring diligently in the future. Therefore,
Resolved-1st, That we urge and require our preachers and
delegates, to present the claims of the Tract Cause, plainly and
fully to our people.
Resolved-2d, That collections or subscriptions, or both, be
taken in all of our societies, during the coming year, for the
procuring of a lot of suitable tracts.
Resolved-3d, That the pastors and official boards of all our
circuits be requested to invest the money thus raised in such
tracts as are most directly calculated to help on the work which
we regard as specially committed to us as a church, and arrange
for a thorough and judicious distribution thereof.
Resolved-4th, That we request the coming General Confer.
ence, to give careful attention to the subject of tract prepara­
tion and distribution, and make such disciplinary regulations as
will secure a general and effective eo-operation of all of our
people in this department of our work.
CONFERENCE ROLL ..,\ND PREACHERS' ADDRESSES.
Admittad to Name. Post-Office. County, State.
full connection.
1860, A. G. Terry, Hancock, Delaware, N. Y.
" T. S. LaDue, Al1entown, Lehigh, Penn.
1863, W. Jones, Waverly, Lackawanna,
,I W. Gould, 133 Tenth St., Brooklyn. ·N. Y.
J. Travis, 1520 N. 2f>th St., Philadelphia. Penn.
1867, W. M. Parry, Elktown, Cecil, Md.
1868, S. H. Bronson, Uniondale. Susquehanna, Penn.
1869, J. Glen, Stanhope, Morris. N.J.
" G. Edwards, Seattle, King. N. Y.


















S. V. McVey, South Canaan,
O. V. Ketels, 317 Front St.,
J. E. Bristol, Dover,
E E. Adams, Tunkhannock,
A. M Ahgren, Hartford,
George Eakins, Wilkesbarre, Luzerne,
C. F. Wurster, 148 Til1ary street, Brooklyn,
John Wintsch, 49 Clinton St., Newark,











J. S. Bradbrook, Windham,





NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF LOCAL PREACHERS.
Circuit, Name, Post-Office. County. State.
German Churches, W. Bundesen, 49 Clinton St., Newark, N.J.
Liberty, W. Bartholemew, Liberty Falls,Suilivan,N.Y.
" W. D. Steenrod, Stevensville, c- "
Windsor, Lucian Woodruff," Windsor, Broomp.,"
" W W. Dickson, " ""
Allentown etc., John Knauss, Emaus, Lehigh,Penn.
Canaan & Uniondale, G. VV. Swingle,* Canaan, Wayne"
" J. M. Hobbs, Uniondale, Susq.,
P. R. Phillips, South Gibson, "
Dover, Aaron Ball. Hanover, Morris, N. J.
Tunkhannock,etc.Noah Patrick," Mill City,Wyoming, Penn.
German Churches,Charles Koeppel, I'iO� West 53d St., N.York.
Bainbridge, etc., L.D. Southworth, N.Walton,Delaware,N.Y.
" Henry Palmer, Wells' Bridge,Otsf'go,"
Wilkesbarre, W. B. Bertels,* Wil kesbarre.Luserne.Penn.
Rah�ay, J. T. Haviland,* Rahway, Union, N.J.J.J. Haviland, White Plains, N.Y.
37th St., New York, W. Lamont, 235 West 37th St., N.York.
" "J. A. SomerviIle ," 402 S.IOth St..,Nf'wark, N. J.
W. B. Rose, Beach Pond,Wayne,Penn.
Beaverkill, etc., E. F. Dewey,* Fi8hes Eddy, Del., N. Y.
Brooklyn, John Gray, ti4tl 5th t.-lt. .Brooklyn , "
.• Frederick W. Myles,398 6t.h Avenue, Brooklyn, "









W. KENDALL, ORLEANS CO., N. Y., SEPT. 18-21,1878.
OFFICERS.
President-B. T. ROBERTS.
Secreta?·y-S. K. J. Chesbro. Assistant-W. Manning.
The Conference was called to order at 2 P. M., on
Wednesday, the] 8th, by the President, who conducted
the religious exercises.
The roll of preachers was called, and twenty-two re­
sponded to their names, and twenty-three lay delegates
presented certificates of election.
S. K. J. Chesbro having received thirty-one out of
forty-two votes cast, was elected secretary. William
Manning was elected assistant secretary.
COMMITTEES.
On Public Worship-H. Hornsby, M. D. McDougal, G.
W. Marcellus, N. S. Bennett.
On Missions-The Stationing Committee.
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On Education-B. T. Roberts, T. B. Catton, G. W.
Coleman, L. F. Halsted, D. Tefft.
On Sunday Schools-Wm. Manning, S. K. J. Chesbro,
G. W. Marcellus, A. A. Burgess, W. T. Hogg. A.
K. Bacon, J. Barnhart.
On Claims-M. C. Burritt, C. D. Brooks, A. B. Mathew­
son, John E. Randall, L. P. Rose.
On Bible Cause-A. H. Bennett, W. Jackson, D. Hand­
ley, W. S. Draper.
On Publications-J. Robinson, W. T. Hogg, C. Manley,
W. Ingleby, W. G. Oakes, R. W. Hawkins.
To Publish the Minutes-The Secretaries.
To Collect Funds for Minutes-A. A. Burgess, William
Parish.
Examiners on Course of Study for Next Year:
Preliminary Course-W. Ingleby, A. H. Bennett.
First year-W. T. Hogg, S. K J. Chesbro.
Second yeal'--M. C. Burritt, W. Jackson.
Third year-J. Robinson, C. C. ·Eggleston.
Fourth year-A. B. Mathewson, 1. C. White.
Chili Camp-Meeting Committee-H. Hornsby, O. O.
Bacon, N. S. Bennett.
DISCIPLINARY QUESTIONS.
1. What are the names of preachers and delegates



































M. S. Peters, D. Handley, L. F. Halsted,
M. Danforth, S. M. Woodruff, Wm. McBurney,
C. Manley, J. E. Randall, N. S. Bennett,
D. Tefft, A. K. Bacon, S. Rolf.
H. Boraback, L. Metcalf, Geo. Avery,
S. B. Lane, L. P. Rose, A. McCoy,
W. W. Brown, A. Horning, Wm. Parish,
L. Vaughan, G. Marks, A. Kellogg,
N. B. Martin, D. Hitchcock. Wm. Langham.
G. W. Carl, H. G. Smith, M. S. Draper.
2. Who are the Stationing Committee?
B. T. Roberts, H. Hornsby, W. Manning, G. W·.
Coleman, A. A. Burgess, R. W. Hawkins, N. S. Ben­
nett, L. P. Rose, N. B. Martin, S. B. Lane, A. Kellogg.
3. Wbat preachers are admitted on trial?
Thomas Buckley, Jeremiah Barnhart, H. G. Smith.
4.. Who remain on trial?
W. B. Pattridge, R. S. Phillips, .John R. Chesbro,
Wm. Cantine, Jr., .J. H. Harmon, M. H. Monroe, John
Taylor, J. S. McGeary.I
5. Who are admitted into full connection?
H. H. Loomis, J. A. Greene, W. F. Requa, C. B.
Essex.
6. Who are the Deacons?
Joseph Henning, W. G. Oakes, H. H. Loomis, J. A.
Greene, W. F. Requa, C. B. Essex.
7. Who have been elected and ordained elders this
year?
None.
S. Who have located this year?
None.
9. Who are the superannuated preachers?
Asa Abell, T. B. Catton.
10. Who have been expelled?
None.
11. Who have withdrawn ?-None.
12. Are all the preachers blameless in life, etc. ?
The names were all called, and their characters
separately examined and passed.
13. Who have died this year ?-None.
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14. What is the number of church members ?
See Tab1e of Statistics.
15. What amounts are necessary etc. ?
See Reports on Olaims and Missionary Appropria­
tions.
16. What has been collected on the foregoing ac-
counts?
See Report on Claims.
17. Where 11'e the preachers stationed l his year?
See Appointments.
18. When and when shall our next Conference be
held?
Allegany, N. Y., 3rd Wednesday in September, 1879.
MISCELLANEO US.
The sessions were held in the Free Me hodist Church.
The attendance increased daily, indicating a growing
interes in" eur people" to see and bear for themselves.
A goad spirit pervaded. Six sessions were held as
folhws: One on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
and three on Saturday.
Some interest was attached to this session. Dele-rates
to the General Conference were to be elected.
-
'The
election was made the order of the day, for Saturday
morning. Two ballotings were had for tbe ministerial
delegates, and resulted as follows: 1st ballot, H.
Hornsby, 22 votes; L. Wood, 20; G. W. Coleman, 19.
2d ballot, WO. Manning, 15.
Tbree ballotings were had for Lay Delegates. 1st
ballot, A. K. Bacon, 25 votes; S. B. Lane, 25; L. P.
Rose, 29. 3d ballot, D. Tefft received 20 votes.
Three ballot.rigs were had for ministerial reserve del­
egates. Upon the first, S. K. J. Chesbro received 21;
O. 'N. Marcellus, 18; W. Jackson, 17. On the third.
T. B. Catton received 20.
Three ballotings were beld for Reserve Lay Delegates.
On the first ballot, S. M. Woodruff received, 22 ; G. W.
Holmes, 21 ; L. Metcalf 16. On the third, N. S. Bennett
received 25 votes.
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Rev. D. P. Baker, Editor of The Free Methodist,
and Rev. M. Bloomer, of the Protestant Methodist
Church, were introduced to the Conference.
Three were received on trial, viz: Jeremiah Barnhart
and H. G. Smith, from Pittsburg district, and T. Buck­
ley, from the Allegany district.
H. H. Loomis, J. A. Greene, W. F. Requa and C. B.
Essex, were ordained Deacons at the close of the sermon
Sunday morning.
The following brethren preached:
C. C. Eggleston, Wednesday evening.
W. T. Hogg, Thursday afternoon.
M. H. Monroe," evening.
J. A. Greene, Friday afternoon.
D. P. Baker, " evening.
H. H. Loomis, Saturday afternoon.
L. Wood, (l evening.
B. T. Roberts, Sunday morning.
D. P. Baker, " afternoon.
R. W. Hawkins," evening.
G. W. Marcellus, Sunday morning at the M. E. Church.
G. W. Coleman. " evening "',,',,
D. P. Baker, Sunday evening at the M. E. Church. Kendall
Mills.
Large and attentive congregations listened to the
preaching of the word. Whatever faults the inhabi­
tants of the region around Kendall may have, they are
decidedly a "church going community," and know how
to conduct themselves in the house of God.
No report was received from Nashville and Pine
Valley, and none from Belmont, excepting a report of
$6.00 for expenses of delegates.
R. W. Hawkins, Traveling Chairman, Pittsburg Dis­
trict receipts, $698.75.
The following resolutions, offered by C. D. Brooks,
were adopted:
Resolved, That we, as a Conference, still regard all Secret
Societies as evil in their tendencies, and to be deprecated; but
Freemasonry in particular, we regard as a man-enslaving
institution, and hence ought to be, in every suitable way, both
exposed and opposed.
Resolved, That we encourage all our people to subscribe for,
and read The Ohristian Oynosure.
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APPOINTMENTS.
GENESEE DISTRICT-H. HORNSBY, Chairman.
Rochester " '" . " '" W. Jackson
Parma and Chili , ...•. C. C. Eggleston, M. C. Burritt
Sweden and Brockport O. O. Bacon
Kendall. ............•....•.......M. D. McDougal, H. Hornsby
Albion and Gaines S. K. J. Chesbro
Yates and Carlton R. S. Phillips
Hulberton and Transit .......••......... , C. D. Brooks
Asa Abell superannuated.
BUFFALO DISTRICT-G. W. COLEMAN, Chairman.
Buffalo " W. T. Hogg, G. W. Coleman
Tonawanda, Niagara Falls,} W. B. PattridgeChippewa One to be supplied
Porter Wm. Ingleby
Newfane and Wilson Wm. Cantine
Lockport and Pendleton Thos. Buckley
Akron and Town Line M. H. Monroe
Wales, West l"a118 and Aurora J. W. McAlpine
WYOMING DISTRICT-J. ROBINSON, Chairman.
Le Roy and Bethany G. W. Marcellus
Perry and Burke Hill W. Manning
Java 1. C. White
Gainesville and Granger '" J. Henning
Groveland and Greigsville John Robinson
T. B. Catton superannuated.
ALLEGANY DISTRICT-A. A. BURGESS, Chairman.
Gowanda and Collins A. B. Mathewson
East Otto and Cattaraugus C. B. Essex
Belmont and Scio .............................••W. F. Requa
Rushford and Caseville " .............•.. A. A. Burgess
Franklinville and Humphrey. . . . . . . . . .. . ....•..A. H. Bennett
Yorkshire, Arcade, and Springville, M. E. Brown
Allegany. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Jas. A. Greene
Penfield and Mill Run __ . . .. . J. R. Chesbro
Emporium __ To be supplied
Texas and State Line " ., M. T. Marriott.(supply)
PITTSBURGH DIST.-R. W. HAWKINS, Chairman.
Pittsburgh H. H. Loomis
Oil City, Franklin and Hickory , J. Barnhart, H. G. Smith
Weavers " To be supplied
Jamestown, Ellington, and Gerry John Harmon
Nashville and Pine Valley , .John Taylor
Dunkirk, Forestville and Arkwright W. G. Oakes
Randolph, Salamanca, and Bradford J. S. McGeary
Leon.•................................W. W. Brown (supply)
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Rochester Wm. Jackson , ,. 461 450-:-:-110 52 $ 700 0.0 $52 00 $ 7 56 $ 4 50 $650 $ 4 00 $ 6000 4000Parma, Chili... . . C. C. Eggleston, M. C. Burritt, 175 26 201 4,5 50 175 875 00 70 eo 20 00 18 00 35 00 20 00 10000 3500Sweden, Brockport.... " W. B. Pattzidge . ,.. .. 60 9 69 1 2 20 110 450 00 33 22 1050 5 54 10 38 6 75 800 450
Kendall M. D. McDougal.............. 90 14 104 1 1 16 150 600 00 42 55 13 68 10 00 20 00 10 00 3000 rooo
Albion, Gajnes 8: K. J. Chesbro 142 9 151 1 2 28 155 70000 71 65 1200 6 05 1500 1826 9000 150(}
Yates, Oarlton G. O. Bacon.. .. .....•.. 17 2 19 2·· 245 04 .. .. .. 2 05 5 55 4000 800
Hulberton, Barre , It Hornsby................. 17... 17........... 34 94...... 2 70 1 62 ..........•
Buffalo W. T. HOlrg................... 74 17 91.. 2 14 150 *673 81 83 00 14 00 6 46 14 00 7 00 12500 .
Tonawanda '" R. S. Phillips.... . 34 3 37.. 1 8 40 216 67 12 57 1 28 1 27 1 07 1 48 2500 .
Ni::.gara Falls,Chippewa, etc W. F. Requa..... 18 18 36 3 1 8 20 13770 .
Porter. . . . .. . 0. • Wm. Ingleby............. 64 16 80.. 1 9 85 550 00 12 00 8 00 3 10 3 03 4 00 2500 1000
Lockport, Pendleton, etc .. Wm. 'Manning, .... :........... 112 '{ 119 2 4 28 113 535 77119 74 4 00 7 75 15 00 7 75 6000 .Akron, Town Line James A. Greene.... 64 2 66 1 2 14 60 4280012900 8
00 500 900 4 50 3000 .
Wales, West J<'fiIls J. W. McAlpine 0·.. 66
61
72 1 2 12 75 300 no 10 00 3 00 1 25 2 00 5 00 3000 ..
LeRoy, Bethany G. W. Marcellus......... 57 13 70 1 2 13 75 1557 0 285...... 644 242 4000 .
Perry, Burke Hill...... G. W, C�)leman............. .. 65 5 70 2 2 13 50 351 00...... 9 101 500 1500 9 25 2300 1200Java , 0 10 C. WhIte , . 54 60.. 2 16 40 341 00 14 00 2 00 7 00 2 00 1 00 6000 800
Gainesville, Granger J. Henning................ 51 10 61 2 1 9 20 205 66 ...... ..... 1 00 1 50 .... .. 2500 .
Groveland, Greigsville Jno. Robinson.... 32.. . 32 2 2 9 45 �36 50 7 00 4 80 3 20 5 57 2 88 2500 .
Gowanda, Collins A. B. ltlatthewson............. 109 8 117 1 3 15 100 500 00 0..... 17 33 6 50 8 00 3 60 6500 ]500
East Otto, Springville C. B. Essex.... 32 4 36 2 1 10 40 321 87 0 • • 1 96 . .. 3]5 2500 .
Rushford, Caseville..... .. A. A. Burgess................. 56]5 71 4 2 16 60 403 75 20 00 5 81 8 16 11 20 5 08 2000 1000
Franklinville. Yorkshire A. H. Bennett................. 46 5 51 1 2 15 liO 2:�0 00 19 50 2 10 5 70 7 95 27 4500 .....
AHeg-any.... . M. H. Monroe.. . -... 102 9 111 1 4 26 100 400 00 6 00 .. 4000 1000
i��t�i�'L;:�': ::::::: a.�:.�Thrnh�p�:��:::::::::: j :�l i�; 2 :;; ::� :� � .:::;? :: ;�:�::: ::;;� :::::
Oil City, Franklin H. H. Loomis................. 68 7 75 4......... 270 47 .. 2 00 2 00 9 60 3 45 .
East Hickory.... .. .. J. Barnhart (supply)....... .. .. 39 4:3 82.. 2 13 43 240 35 12 00 11 00 .. .. .. 3 50 1200 .
Nineveh, Weavers J. Barnhart •• 8 15 23 .. 1 5 28 41 76 500 1700...... 385 .
Jamestown, Randolph, etc. J. S.. M�cGeary................. 46 13 5H 1 2 5 30 167 17 .. 3 00 3 00 3 70 .
Leon W. G. Oakes ,... 41 11 52 .. 1 7 20 24800 200. 412 400 .
Ellington, Gerry J. H. Harmon. _ 0 •••• •••• •• 19
121
31........... 130 57 ,..... 3 50 .
Dunkirk, Arkwright John R. Chesbro.... 26 14 49.. 1 6 25 81 06 3 00 3 00 2 00 2 00 2 00 ..
- -- - - -- - ---- --- --- --- --- --- --- --




Amount received from circuits $116.49
Collection Saturday evening. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . 24.00
Total. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . $140.49
Paid as follows :
Sister Reddy " $77 . 31
Sister Moore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 63.18
$140.49
H.-ON MISSIONS.
Total amount received from circuits $253.23
Paid as follows:
To R. W. Hawkins, as per vote last year, $200.00
Wm. Cantine........................... 20.00
M. E. Brown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.00
W. �"'. Requa .. , ., " " . . .. 18.28
-- $253.23
Appropriations for 1878-9 :
Chairman of Pittsburg District $100.00
Yorkshire 50.00
Texas and State Line , , .. 50.00
-- $200.00
IlL-FoR MINUTES.
Amount collected , $24.41
IV.-DELEGATES EXPENSES TO GENERAL CONFERENCE.
Amount raised $129.46
V.-�UPPORT OF GENERAL SUPERINTENDENTS.
Total amount of money paid in at Conference $104.27
" " paid by circuits to B. T. Roberts... .. . . . 47.74
Amount collected on Sunday paid to " 21.87
Total amount to B. T. Roberts $173.88
Amount raised by circuits and paid to E. P. Hart... . 28.00
'fotal $201. 88
VI.-ON PUBLICATIONS.
With the written word of God before us.we must ever regard
"a living ministry" as the first and greatest agency in the order
of Divine appointment for the salvation of men. Next to the
pulpit, we recognize the press as the greatest providential
agency for the spread of the Gospel. Its freedom is justly the
boast of our land: but it may consequently become an agency
for evil as well as good, according to the power which actuates
it.
To that extent to which we, as a church, have committed unto
us "the oracles of God," for the preservation of the doctrines of
Christ in their purity, are we also responsible for the preserve-
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tion of a pure literature. In the infancy of any organization,
its doctrines must, to a great extent, be promulgated through
the medium of church periodicals. In this respect, the Free
Methodist Church has done a noble work during the compara­
tively short period of its existence. From the beginning .to the
present time, The Earnest Uhrietian, although not coming be­
fore the public as the official organ of the Church, has faithfully
and ably advocated the general doctrines of Christianity, as
well as the especial doctrine of Scriptural holiness, and is in
every way worthy of our continued support. We express our
approval of the able manner in which The Free Methodist is
conducted, and commend it to the continued and increased pat­
ronage of our people. The Pearl and The Lily are doing a
good work in the Sabbath-school department. We are glad to
know that they are well supported within the bounds of the
Genesee Conference, and we heartily recommend them to all
Sabbath-school workers.
As Methodists we observe with regret, among those profess.
edly belonging to the great Methodist family, the increasing
tendency to substitute in place of the strong, well-defined, doc­
tinalliterature of the past, that which is feeble and of less
certain doctrinal import. We believe that the time has come
in the history of our church, when further steps should be
taken to secure to the church and to the world, the doctrinal
teachings of ancient Methodism.
Your committee take pleasure in calling the attention of the
Church, and especially the ministry, to a work just issued from
the press, by Brother B. T. Roberts, entitled "Fishers of Men."
The best method of soul-saving is here treated in a forcible and
practical style. Replete with illustrations drawn from the
Scriptures and from actual life, the book cannot fail to interest
and instruct the general reader. It is particularly adapted to
those who are entering upon, and those engaged in the work of
the ministry. We recommend that it be placed, by the General
Conference, among the list of books in the Course of Study.
VII.-ON EDUCATION.
The success of our School at Chili has exceeded our most
sanguine expectations. Not only has sound learning, but true
piety been promoted. Many have been supplied from above
with heavenly armor, with which to fight the battles of life.
The students have gone forth imbued with Christian principles;
and a large proportion have had a genuine religious experience.
The influence of the school for good is felt in the region
round about,-local prejudices have, ill a good measure, given
away, and many who were indifferent, or opposed, have become
its warm friends and steady patrons.
One of the most encouraging features is the fact that, not­
withstanding the hardness of the times, and the opposition
which the School has encountered, the current expenses have
been met. This has been owing,in a large measure, to the self-
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sacrificing spirit of the teachers. Though most thoroughly
qualified and capable of obtaining larger salaries, they have,
out of love for Christ and his blessed cause, given themselves
with untiring diligence to the work, and accepted such meagre
compensation as the income from the tuition affords.
This School is fairly entitled to the cordial and active support
of all our ministers and members. Money is needed to complete
and furnish the buildings. ..Additions to the library and appa­
ratus should be made. We know of no enterprise in which
means can be employed with a better prospect of a large return
than in the establishing and support of schools devoted to
thorough Christian education.
We therefore recommend those who can, to contribute of
their means for the completion of Chili Seminary; and we urge
upon all our people who have children to educate, to send them,
if possible, to this School. Those who have none dependent,
and who have property to dispose of at their death, could not
do a better service to the cause of God, than to remember our













Secretary-O. M. Owen. Assistant-s-C), W. Young.
COMMITTEES.
011 Puhlic WOI'�hip-B. T. R()bt'l·t�, G. W. Hughes,
J. B. Freeland, D. L. Casterton.
Oil Statistics-O. 1\1. Owen, o. \V. Yonug.
On Publishing tho Mi'1utf'S-O. M. 0\\,(-,11. O.W. ynnng.
On Ra.i�ing FUllds for Publishiuz the Millllt('S- S. Bl'ck-
with.'
'-'
On Missions and Missionary Appropriations-Stationing
Committee.
On Bible Cause -Z.Osbol'ne, lA.II.Robinson, B. Mitchell.
On Claims-M. N. Downing, A. F. Curry, ..W. A. Town,
D. L. Casterton.
On Committee to nominate Committees for examination
on the Course of Study-E. Owen, Z. Osborne,
Wallace Bowers.
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On Temperance-J. B. Freeland, W. Southworth. L.
Kelly, B. G Strong, Job Applin.
On Sunday-Schools-L. H. Robinson, L. Atwood, J.
Lutz, B. G. Strong.
On Publications-B. Winget, E. Owen, D. Dempsey,
1. Ballou, L. W. Jones, W. Hames.
On Education-A. F. Curry, J. Odell, E. Owen, J. H.
Davis, D. L. Pickard, S. Beckwith.
To receive money for Delegates to General Conference
-A. W. Paul.
To receive money raised for the General Superintend­
ents-J. B. Stacy.
To send Bible Money to the Bible Society-Z. Osborne.
To apportion the deficiency on the Delegates' Expenses
to the General Conference-G. T. Sutton, J. Odell.
To pay money on claims to Sister Selby-D.L. Casterton.
To raise money on Sabbath for General Superintendents
-M. N. Downing, A. F. Curry.
STANDING co�nIITTEES.
Examiners on the Course of Stud y for 1879 :
Preliminary Course-\V. H. Clark, Geo. Stover.
First Year--T. Whiffin, R. M. Snyder.
Second Year-J. A. Odell, D. Dempsey,
Third Y{:'ar-O. M. Owen, B. Wing!:'t.
Fourth Year--M. N. Downing, O. W.Young.
On Ohili Camp-meeting-A. F. Curry, B. Winget, F. J.
Collins.
Visitors to Chili Seminary-Eo Owen, J. B. Freeland,
M. N. Downing.
To consult a- to where the next Conference shall be held
-The Chairmen.
DISCIPLINARY QUESTIONS.
1. What are the names of preachers and delegates













































2. Who are the Stationing Committee P
B. T. Roberts, M. N. Downing, A. F. Curry, J. B.
Freeland, F. J. Collins, F. A. Town, D. L. Pickard.
3. What preachers are admitted on trial j'
David J. Santmier, H. Case.
4. Wh'O remain 'On trial?
G. W. Hughes, H. A. Carpenter, W. Orossman. Orlo
Moore, Almiron Smith.
D. 'Vh'O are admitted into full connection ?
W. H. Clark, G. T. Sutton, W. A. Hawkes.
6. Wh'O are the Deacons?
W. H. Clark.ordained this year; H. Perkins.ordained
last year.
7. Who have been elected and 'Ordained elders this
year?
R. M. Snyder, Ge'O. Stover,




















9. W:ho are the superannuated 'Or worn-out preachers?
J. Guyon, C. W. Stevens.
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10. Who have been expelled this year?
None.
11. Who have withdrawn from the Conference r
None.
12. Are all the preachers blameless in life, etc.?
Their names were called and characters passed.
13. Who have died this year?
None.
.
14. What is the number of Church members, etc.?
See Table of Statistics.
15 and 16. See Report on Claims.
17. Where are the preachers stationed this year?
See Appointments.
18. Where and when shall our next Conference be
held?
Place undecided. 'rime, as ncar the third Wednesday
in September next, as is consistent with the plan of the
General Superintendents.
APPOINTMENTS.
CLYDE ·DISTRICT-M. N. DOWNING, Cbairman.
Clyde " " ' , Z. Osborne
Rose '" G. T. Sutton
Port Byron, Montezuma and Weedsport J. Olney
Pittsford and Bushnell's Basin L. W. Cronk
Webster and Ontario 0. M. Owen
Alton and Wayne Center '" , . " M. N. Downing-
Oswego and Thompson School-house _ VV. A. Clark
Waterloo Mission , " , J. N. Steil
SYRACUSE DISTRICT -- T. VVUIFFIN, Chairman.
Syracuse . L. H. Robinsou
Fulton , .G. \'V. Hughes
Chittenango " , , '1'0 be supplied
Nelson and Stockbridge ' T. Ross





UTICA DISTRICT-B. WINGET, Chairman.
Utica, , , 0. W. Young
Rome _ B. Winget
Frankfort and Schuyler " , ., R. Case
Vienna and New London W. Crossman
Edmeston and Brookfield , A. W. Paul
Stratford " , H. A. Carpenter
BINGHAMTON DIsrrRICT-E. OWEN, Chairman.
Binghamton and Union , " ' J. B. Freeland
Ithaca .........................• _ " L. S. King
Cortland ,. " '" " , " , , E. Owen
Summer Hill. " " '" J. B. Stacy
Norwich, Sherbume and Columbus J. W. Sawyer
Smyrna D. Dempsey
Pharsalia .....•............. " A. Smith
SARATOGA DISTRICT-J. A. ODELL, Chairman.
Saratoga , . '" ., , J. A. Odell
Schoharie W. A. Hawkes-
Lansingburg and Bath L. Kelly
Corinth and Greenfield R. M. Snyder
Grafton " To be supplied
DANSW'ILLE DISTRICT-W. SOUTHWORTH, Chairman.
Woodsville, Cummingsville, and Tuscarora W. Southworth
Byersville. . . .. . . .. . D. Santmier
Bloods, Lent Hill, and Hemlock Lake A. F. Curry
Italy Hill , " " , . " ' .R. Perkins
Gibson and Lindley J. D. Osmun
Tioga , , ., G. Stover
W-. W. Warner to be appointed by the Superintendent.
RESOLUTIONS.
Resolved-1st, That the preachers read their reports next year
in connection with the passage of their characters.
Resolved-2d, That it is the sense of this Conference, that the
ensuing General Conference should adopt "Fishers of Men,"
to be read in the course of study.
Resolved-3d, That those who are deficient in their studies, be
required to bring them up, and the secretaries be required to
keep a record of such deficiences, and report the same to the
Examining Committees.
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MISOELLANEO US.
1. ahaim�en.-Conference voted to have local chair­
men.
2 I'l}tl·oductions.-Hev. D. P. Baker, Editor of 'Phe
Free Methodist, Rev. Messrs. Roberts and Cobb, of the
M. E. Church, and Rev. Dr. Taylor of the Presbyterian
Church, were introduced and invited to honorary seats.
3. Credentials Recognized.-C. R. Hart's ereden­
tials as Deacon recognized-and chairmen given liberty
to employ him in the work. Hev. G. T. Sutton's and
W. A. Hawke's credentials as elder recognized.
4. Collections Ordered.-Missionary, Claims, Bible
and General Superintendents-one to be taken each quar­
ter.
5. Delegates to General Conference -Preachers, M.
N. Downing, E. Owen, A. F. Curry, J. B. Freeland.
Laymen.F, J. Collins, F. A. Town, S. Beckwith, L.
At.wood.
6. Raised Oil Sunday for General Superintendents­
$63.61. Brought to Conference, $25. !19, making a total
of $89.60.
7. Religious services were held each afternoon and
evening. On the Sabbath, aside from interesting servi­
ces at the Free Methodist Church, the pulpits of the
following churches were supplied by members of the
Conference: First M. E. Church, Presbyterian, Liberty
Street M. E. Church, and the Evengelical Church.
8. Ordinations.s-sMiev Sunday morning services, Vl.
H. Clark was ordained Deacon. At the close of the
afternoon services, R. 1\1. Snyder and Geo. Stover were
ordained Elders.
9. Conference, by rising, tendered a vote of thanks
to the citizens for so kindly entertaining them.
REPORTS OF COIIIMITTEES.
I.-ON STATISTICS. (See Statistics)
(I.-ON FUNDS FOR PUBLISHING MINUTES.
Amount raised,.. . _ $19 . 85
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ilL-ON CLAIMS.
Amount of cash on hand. .. . " $32.82
" previously paid to Sister Selby " ......••.21.00
Total raised and paid to Sister Selby $53.82
IV.-ON GENERAL SUPERIN'l'ENDENTS CLAIMS.
Amount received $25.99
which was ordered paid to B. 'I'. Roberts.
V.-DELEGATES EXPENSES 'ro GENERAL CONFERENCE.
Amount received. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . $71. 50
" still necessary to be raised , t!8� 50
Total necessary $160.00
VI.-ON MISSIONS AND MISSIONARY ApPROPRUTIONS.
Amount raised this year $41. 53
Z. Osborne $20.00
J. Olney 10.00
L. S. King ..................•............ 11.53
$41.53
Next year-Clyde $30.00
Lansingburgh and Bath 20.00
Edmeston and Brookfield 25.()0
$75 00
VII.-ON BIBLE CAUSE
The Bible is emphatically the Book. A sufficient rule, both
for our faith and practice. The entrance of God's word" giveth
light." It works wonders wherever it goes. It becomes a Iamp
unto the believer's feet, and a light unto his path,-the great
chart, guiding the tempest tossed mariner upon the sea of life,
to the haven of eternal repose. Therefore,
Resolved-1st, That we will take up collections on all our
charges this Conference veal', for the free distribution of
Bibles.
•
Resolved-2d, That the money now in the hands of your com­
mittee ($15.61), be paid direct to tile American Bible House, by
Z. Osborne.
VIII.-ON SABBATH SCHOOLS.
We are very thankful to God, for the interest manifested in
the Sabbath School work in a few localities; but it seems to
us that the interest in this department of our work, should be
increased, so as to become more general among us as a Confer­
ence. And we are of the opinion, that there is great need of
systematic and persistent effort in this direction. While ac­
knowledging the lllany excellent Sabbath-School Reports, that
have been made and published, as the opinions and ViHWS of this
Conference from time to time, we would therefore most respect­
fully suggest, that we, as a people and Conference, try to put
the best of these recommendations and suggestions, that may be
found in previous reports, into practical use as much as possible.
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And also, that we as ministers of the Lord Jesus Christ, preach
twice a yearto our congregations on the subject of �abbath­
Schools, as our Book of Disoip liue requires.
IX.-Ox 'l'EMPEHANCE.
Though intemperance is an acknowledged evil, and It cause of
great misery and woe to the nation, nevertheless, it has the
sanction of law, and its crimes of robbery and murder, are a
legitimate business. The two great political parties, Demo­
cratic and Republican, have forfeited the confidence of temper­
ance men. 'I'he only possible way to stop this tide of drunken­
ness, is to stop the manufacture of liquor. Men will drink it as
long as it is sold, and it will be sold as long as it is made. This
means absolute and unconditional prohibition. If it is a crime
to sell it, ot; d rink it, it is also a crime to make it. Therefore to
prohibit its manufacture. is the duty of every law making body
in the nation. The remedy which strikes at the root of this
deadly evil, is Prohibition. Her candidates are in the field at
every important election, and stand committed to the end, _ And
whereas Probihition is generally acknowledged to be the final
and only method by which this curse can be removed from our
land. Therefore,
Resolved-1st, That as a Conference of mlnisters and delegates,
we pledge oursel ves to labor and vote for Prohihition.
X.-ON EDUCATION.
We recognize the graclous, providential hand of God in the
erection of the Chili Seminary, and regard its success essential
to the prosperity of our work. Weare highly pleased with its
pure morality, and intense spirituality; with its increasing
facilities for intel1ectual culture, and with the commendable
advancement in scholarly attainments of those who have availed
themselves of its facilities. We regard the appoin1ment of our
beloved Brother Stilwell, to the important. and responsible
position of Principal, as opportune, and pledge to him our sym­
pathies, prayers, and hearty co-operation in his efforts to pro­
mote the prospertty and efficiency of the school. As funds are
needed to complete the wing of the building, now in process of
construction, and to procure apparatus and furniture for the
same; we commend it to the benevolent regards of our people,
and ask them to remember it in their gifts and bequests. We
deem it the duty of our people, as far as they can consistently,
to send their children to the Chili School. May the blessing of
God be upon it. Amen.
XL-ON PUBLICATIONS.
The press is a mighty power, and is being used as never be­
fore. Newspapers spring into existence like Jonah's gourd, and
of making many books there is no end. ThE' scum and filth of
society is being served up t.o the people to an alarming extent
through pernicious, poisonous literature. The land is flooded
with this. It is like the locusts and frogs of Egypt.
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But one of the saddest features of its use is, that where we
have reason to look for a sanctified press, because under the
control of, or run by nominal Christians, we find it engaged to a
greater or less extent, in helping to swell the tide of pernicious
and poisonous literature, by advertising and printing this class
of read).ng matter. Presses so run or controlled, ought to be
pure fountains, sending forth only sweet water. But this is not
the case. As the amalgamated, worldly condition of the church
leads her ministry' to pander to the perverted tastes; 131) this state
of-things leads the press to seek to so mix truth and error, and
blend tight and darkness, that a compromising, worldly church,
and an ungodly world, shall not take offense at her utterances,
but find something in them to gratify their carnality and world­
liness. But what is the remedy for this sad state of things? It
is found in having a sanctified press, that shall cle-arly and fear­
lessly expose and oppose all moral evil, taking 3, decided stand
against secret and open, popular and unpopular sins, and send­
ing forth such pure streams of truth, as shall restore perverted
tastes, and bring life and health to church and state.
In the midst of sadness over the fearful amount of poisonous
and vile literature, we rejoice that truth is not left without wit­
nesses. We see the beacon lights of hope, in the form of good
books. and thorough, outspoken papers and magazines, that are
full of pure morality, Bible truth, and scriptural holiness.
These shine out in the darkness, warning the tempest tossed
mariner of the shoals of worldly compromise, and the fearful
rocks and reefs, of infidelity and ungodliness, and showing a
clear deep channel of truth and holiness, by following which
he may enter the harbor of Heaven, and drink from the fountain
of unsullied bliss forever. May these Iights never grow dim.
Prominent among the number of these, are the Earnest Gkri8-
tian and Free Methodist. Children of Providence, they have
been preserved during these years of financial pressure and
failures, and are still sending forth leaves for the healing of
the people. They go where, and do a work that cannot be done
by us in any other way-opening new fields, and scattering light
into the regions beyond. 'l'hey need our prayers, the use of our
pens, and a united, persevering, and more vigorous effort to in­
crease their circulation Therefore, resolved: that we will put
forth such efforts at the commencement of this conference year.
The Pearl and the Lily, neat and attractive in appearance,
and full of appropriate truths for the young, are doing a good
work among us ; and we hope that our people everywhere will
take them, and endeavor to increase their circulation.
We heartily recommend our preachers and people to get and
read our beloved Superintendent's book, just out, entitled
" Fishers of Men." It is the right book in the right time. and
should have a larg-e circulation
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experience and observation. It contains striking illustrations
of Gospel truth. Should be read by all, and is especially adapt.
ed to interest the young.
Brother J. E. Bristol, of Dover, N. J., New York Conference,
makes a special offer to furnish to our preachers, at a very cheap
rate, Salvation,Temperance,Anti tobacco and Anti-masonic tracts.
We recommend that tour preachers avail themselves of this
offer.
Let us put forth increasing efforts to read and scatter the best
books and tracts, that error may be vanquished, and truth and
righteousness win the day.
CONFERENCE ROLL AND PREACHERS ADDRESSES.
Year of
admission to Name. Post·Office. County. State.
full connection.
1860, A. F. Curry, Almond, Allegany, New York
1862, .J. Olney, Port Byron, Cayuga,
1862, J. B. Freeland, Binghamton (Box 1549),
1863, M. N. Downing, Alton, Wayne,
1865, J. B. Stacy, SummerHill,
1866, Z. Osborne, Clyde,
1866, J. A. Odell. Saratoga,
1867, B. Winget, Rome (Box 444), Oneida,
1868, J. W. Sawyer,
1869, E.Owen, Cortland, Cortland,
1869, W. Southworth,
1869, T. Whiftin, Black River, .Jefferson,
1869, D. Dempsey, Smyrna,
1870, T. A. Ross, Nelson, Madison,
1871, J. Guyon,
1872, L. Kelly, Bath-on-the-Hudson. Albany,
1872, O. M. Owen, West Webster (Box 84), Monroe,
187l. A. W. Paul,7 , J. D. Osman,
1875, C. W. Stevens,
1875, O. W. Young, 203 Park avenue, Utica,
1875, L. S. King, Ithaca (Box 1121), Tompkins
1875, L. H. Robinson, Syracuse, 17 Burt-Street,
1875, J. N. Steil,
1876, L. VV. Cronk,
1876. R. M. Snyder, Corinth, Saratoga,
1876, Geo. Stover, East Charleston, Tioga, Penn.
1876, W. W. Warner,
1877, H. Perkins, NapleE', Ontario, New York.
1878, G. T. Sutton, Rose, Wayne, New York
1878, W. H. Clark, Oswego, "
1878, W. A. Hawkes, Barnerville, Schoharie,
ON TRIAL.
1877, G. W. Hughes,




1878, D. J. Santmier,
1878, H. Case, East Schuyler, Herkimer, New York
W'"' N.B.-Will the preachers who have failed to send in their addresses,
please do so, that we may know where to mail blanks for the next Conference.
Address-O. M. Owen, West Webster, Box 84, Monroe Co., N. Y.




North Pharsalia, Chenango, New York
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NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF EVANGELISTS.
Name. Post-Office. County. State.
)frs. M. H. Freeland, Binghamton, Broome, New York
" Asenath Sullivan, Binghamton, Broome, "
" Lucy M. Potter, Norwich, Chenango,
" Mary A. Wise, Fulton, 08we�," s. D. Osmun, Ithaca, Tomp ins,









PLATTEVILLE, WISCONSIN, SEPT. 26-28, 1878.
OFFICERS.
President-E. P. Hart. Secretary-J. A. Murray .
.J.Yissional',I/ Treasurer-s-A. Bennett, Platteville, Wis.
COMMITTEES.
Ou Public 'VorRhip-E. Z. Thwing, D. W Sinclair,
Wm. 'Yatel·s.
On Publications-c-L. Whitney, J. A. Murray, Wm.
Holden.
On Publishing Minutes-D. 1\1. Sinclair, J. A. Murray.
On Education-L. Whitnf:;y, J. A. Murray, D. M.
Sinclair, L. Auchampaugh.
On Raising Funds for Minutes-E. Z. Thwing.
On Nominating Examiners on the Course of Study­
D. ,)1. Sinclair.
HTANDING COMMITTEES.
EX:lminers on the Course of Study for next year:
PI'('limillary C0I11'8('-J. W. Oain.T, Emerton.
Firs; year-E. Z. Thwing, J. Thaxter.
Spcond Year--J. P. Shattuck, J. A. Murray.
Third and Fourth Year-I�. Whitney, D. M.
Sinclair.
WISCONSIN C01iFERENCE.
On Conference Tents-D. M. Sinclair, L. Whitney" J.
'V". Townsend, A. Bennett.
On Board of Missons-s-J. Thaxter, A. Turner, D. M.









L. Whitney, Platteville, Grant Co. Wis.
L. Auchampaugh, Sharon, Walworth Co. "
D. M. Sinclair, Whitewater," "
J. H. Knapp, Waterloo, Jefferson Co. "
E. Z. 'I'hwing, Marshall, Dane Co. "
A. Bennett, Platteville, Grant Co. fI
DT8CfPLlNAl?Y QUFJSTIONS.
1. What are the names of the preachers and delegates



















2. Who are the Stationing Committee?
E. P. Hart, D. M. Sinclair, A. Turner.
3. What preachers are admitted on trial ?
A. D. Gillett.
4. Who remain 011 trial?
None.
5. Who are admitted into full connection?
1. Emmerton, C. E. Lum, 011 certificate of location
from the Wisconsin Annual Conference of the 1\1. E.
Church.
6. Who are the Deacons?
J. A. Murray; ordained this year, I. Emmerton and
A. D. Gillett.




8. Who have located this year ?-None.
9. Who are the superannuated preachers ?-None.
10. Who have been expelled ?-None.
11. Who have withdrawn ?--F. W. Arndt.
12. Are all the preachers blameless in life, etc. ?
The names were all called, and their characters
separately examined and passed.
13. Who have died this year ?-None.
14. What is the number of church members?
See Table of Statistics.
15. What amounts are necessary etc. ?
No estimate was made.
16. What sum is necessary to defray the expense of
the delegates to the General Conference ?-$50.00.
17 What has been collected on the foregoing account,
and how has it been applied?
$50.00, placed in the hands of the delegates.
17. Where are the preachers stationed this year?
See Appointments.
18. When and when shall our next Conference be
beld?
At Whitewater, on Thursday, as neal' the 25th of
Sept. 1879, as convenient with the arrangements of tbe
General Superintendents.
RESOL UTIONS.
Resolved-That we purchase a new tent the coming year, size
forty by sixty feet, cost not to exceed $150.
D. M. Sinclair, L. Whitney, and Z. Thwing were appointed a
committee to raise the funds and purchase the tent.
Resolved-That we take up the Missionary Collection during
the first quarter.
Resolved-That we take up a collection for the General Super­
intendent, Sabbath morning.
Amount received, $21. 36.
Resolved-That we tender the citizens of Plattevil1e our
thanks for their cordial and hospitable manner of entertaining
the Conference.
Resolved-That we puhlish the minutes of this Conference in
connection with the other conferences.
Resolved-That the coming year we have one 'Traveling
Chairman.-Yeas, 12, nay, 1.
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E. Z. Thwing and A. Bennett, were elected to fill
vacancies in board of trustees of incorporation.
The Missionary Board met during the session of con­
ference, and reported the following:
Cash on hand, $9.00.
We would recommend that the plan proposed last year
be carried out this year. That missionary meetings be
held on each circuit, and collections taken up and
forwarded to the treasurer, A. Bennett, Platteville
Grant Co., Wis.
We recommend that the money on hand, be left in
the hands of the treasurer, subject to the draft of the
President of the Board.
D. M. SINCLAIR, Pres.
L. WHITNEY, Sec.
There was collected for different purposes d tiring the
Conference, $45.82.
The Annual Conference two year� ago, appointed a
committee to secure the incorporation of the Confer­
ence, according to the laws of the State of "Wisconsin,
so as to receive and hold property on bequests. That com­
mittee having perfected such an incorporation, would
call your attention to the form of incorporation, and
also to the form of bequest necessal"y to follow, in order
to make such bequests legal.
Oertificate of hworporation._rrhis certifies that the
Wisconsin Annual Confererce of the Free Methodist
Church, in accordance with chapter 123, of the laws of
Wisconsin, entitled, "an act to provide for the incorpo­
ration of trustees, to hold property for religious pur­
poses in certain cases." Approved March 2d, 1875, did,
at its annual session, held in the city of Beaver Dam, in
the State ofWisconsin, the 29th day of Sept., A. D.
1877, elect the followin= persons, to wit: E. Z. Thwing,
and A. Bennett, to hold their office for one year; L.
Whitney and L. Auchampaugh, fOJ" two years; D. M.
Sinclair and J. H. Knapp, for three years, to be trustees
of' said Conference, to be known by the corporate name
or title as "The Wisconsin Annual Conference of the
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Free Methodist Church." The term of office of said
trustees shall expire two each year, in the order herein
above named, and so on thereafter, and their places
shall be filled by the Annual Conference at its annual
session. The object of said incorporation, is to provide
for the preaching of the Gospel within the bounds of
this state, to sustain and assist to sustain, Christain
missions, both foreign and domestic; to provide for the
support of superannuated or worn-out preachers, their
widows and orphans, to publish and circulate religious
periodicals, books and tracts, to establish and maintain
school and seminaries of learning.
Form of Bequest.-I hereby give, devise and bequeath,
unto theAnnual Conference of the Free Methodist
Church of the State of ,Viscons in, the sum of -_ dol­
lars, to be paid to the said Conference, to its treasurer
or other duly constituted authority for receiving its
funds, as SOO.Jl as it may be after, my decease. To have
and hold the same to the said Annual Conference of the
Free Methodist Church, of the state of Wisconsin, and
its successors or assignees forever.
D. M. SINCLAIR, Pres.
A. BENNETT. Treas.
L. WRITNEY, Sec.
F. A. McDonald, presented a communication, setting
forth the reason why he appealed from the decision of
the Quarterly Conference of the Whitewater District.
The charges, specifications and findings, of the Quar­
terly Conference were then read.
A motion was then made, not to entertain the appeal,
(13 voting not to entertain it, and one not voting), the
motion pervailed.
Religious services were held every afternoon and
evening. E. P. Hart preached four times, 1. Emmer­
ton and J. Thaxter twice, D. M. Sinclair, J. W. Cain,
I.... Whitney and J. A. Murray each once.
On Sunday, 29th inst., after the afternoon sermon, I.
Emmerton and A. D. Gillett, were ordained deacons, by
the imposition of the hands of the General Superinten­
dent, E. P. Hart.
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Many startling truths were uttered in the Spirit's pow­
er, and many were pricked to the heart.
The Sabbath was a day to be remembered. In the
Love Feast, nearly all through, the testimonies crowded
one another, and gave evidence of deep consecration.
The M. E. pulpit was filled in the morning by Is,
Whitney, and in the evening by J. Thaxter.
_l\_PPOINTMENTS.
WFllTEWA'rICR DIST.-D. M. SINCLAIR, Chairman,
Whitewater, Island, Palmyra, t J 1 J W .Oak Hill and Waukasha, \ ..
' 0 D A. Murray,. . Cam
Sharon To be supplied
Pierceville, Stony Brook,and Porter's .. E. Z. Thwing,C. E. Linn
Beaver Dam and Calamus To be supplied
Portage City and Caledonia , . To be supplied
Camp Douglass , .. " , J. P. Shattuck
PLATTEVILL�� DIST.-D. M. SINCLAIR, Chairman.
Platteville and Martinville. " L. Whitney
Cuba City and New Diggings. " , '" Jas. Thaxter
NORT H·WES'r DISTRICT-D. M. SINCLAIR, Ohairman.
Emerald and Hudson 1. Emmerton
Osseo and Frenchville A. D. Gillett
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.
I.-PUBLICATIONS.
Re8olved-1st, That we approve of the course taken by Brother
B. T. Roberts in the publication of The Earnest Uhrisiia«,
While he has stood firmly by our distinctive principles, he has
always excluded from the pages of The Earnest Christian, any­
thing of a controversial or censorious nature.
We belleve it is our duty to put forth a more earnest effort to
extend the circulation of The Earnest Christian.
R�8olved-2d, That we feelHke commending' Brothers Baker
and Arnold for their earnest efforts in connection with the pub­
lication of the Free Methodi8t, Pearl, and Lily.
It seems to us the time has come that our General Conference
should pu rchase the Free Methodi8t, Pearl, and Lily,and provide
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a fund with which to publish the same to the best advantage.
We also think the time has arrived when we should be pro.
vided with a hymn book of our own, as the one in use by us at
the present time is going out of print; that if practicable, we
purchase the old plates of the books we now use.
We recommend in case of such publication ,that the Wesleyan
hymns be retained as far as poasi ble, to the exclusion of the
modern religious songs.
H.-ON PUBLISHING THE MINUTES.
Amount raised $12 75
IlL-ON EDUCATION.
Realizing the importance of a thorough Christian education,
we would call the attention of our people in Wisconsin to the
necessity of establishing a school at some point in Southern
Wisconsin or Northern Illinois, where our children and youth
can receive moral as well as intellectual instruction. While we
feel thankful to God that he has raised up men to establish such
schools at Chili and Spring Arbor.and while we feel it our duty
to encourage those schools by our money, our influence and our
prayers, still we feel that those schools are too far from us to be
of much practical benefit to our children. The establishment
of a school in Wisconsin or Northern Illinois, we believe,
would not be detrimental to the school at Spring Arbor. If we
can succeed in raising the tide of interest sufficiently high to
build up a salvation school in Wisconsiu or Illinois, the Spring
Arbor school would get a large benefit from the flowing tide.
WI' recommend the appointment of a committee of two to
confer with the Illinois Conference on the subject set forth in
the above.
The Conference appointed L. Whitney and J. W. Cain a com­
mittee.as above recommended.
CONPERENCE ROLL AND PREACHERS' ADDRESSES.
Year of
Admission to Name, Post-Office, County, State.
Fun Connection.
1862. D. M. Sinclair, Whitewater, Walworth, wr-.
1867, J. P. Shattuck, New Lisbon, Juneau
1869, J. W. Cain, Whitewater, Walworth, "
1871, L. Whitney, P]att�vi1lg, Grant,
1872, E. Z. Thwing, Marshall, Dane
1873. Jas. Thaxter, Cuba City, Lafayette,
11377, John A. Murray, Whitewater, Walworth,
1878, C. E. Linn, Marshall, Dane
1878, I. Emmerton, Erin Prairie, St. Croix,







LOCAL PREACHERS' P. O. ADDRESSES.
Name. Post-Office, County,
Robert Pate, Portage, Columbia.
:Samuel Fleming, Erin Prairie,St. Croix,
T. Charnley,L.E., Beaver Dam,Dodge,
Wm. Waters Platteville, Grant,












SA VANNA, MINN., SEPT. 18-22, 1878.
OFFICERS.
President-E. P. HART, Secretary-C. M. DAMON.
COMMITTEES.
On Public Worship-E. P. Hart, Wm. R. Cusick, J.W.
Landon.
On Sabbath-Schools-C. "V. Tenney, J. B. Newville,
J. C. Norton.
On Temperance-C. Cook,.J. M. Cusick, N. B. Baldwin.
On Secret Societies=-J. W. Sharp, C. '¥. Tenney, "Tm.
R. Cusick.
On the State of the VVork-C, M. Damon, Wm. R..
Cusick, G. C. Coffee.
On Publications-So P. LaDue, C. 1\1. Damon, Wm.
Miller.
On Publishing the Minutes-C. M. Damon, D. 'V. Cook,
E. P. Hart.
On Collecting Funds for the same-So H. Greenup, J.M.
Cusick.
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Examiners on.Course of Study for Next Year:
Preliminary Course-C. Oook, .T. C Norton.
First year-J. B. Newville, U. W. LaDue.
Second year--J. "\V. Sharp, J. S. Bradley.
'I'hird year-C . .lH. Damon, G. C. Coffee.
Fourth year-So P. LaDue, S.H. Greenup.
DTSOIPLINARY QUESTIONS.
l. 'Vhat are the names of preachers and delegates

























2. Who are the Stationing Committee?
E. P. Ha,rt, G. C. Coffee, Wm. R. Cusick, C. w.
Tenney, J. W. Landon.
3. What preachers are admitted on trial?
Herbert W. Gaffin.
4. Who remain on trial?
None.
5. Who are admitted into full connection?
Luther Cook.
6. Who are the Deacons?
D. \V. Cook, J. B. Newville, C. Cook, and Luther
Cook.
7. Who have been elected and ordained Elders this
year?
John S. Bradley.
8. Who have located this year?
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9. Who are the superannuated or worn-out preachersr
None.
10. Who have been expelled from the Conference'
this year?
None.
11. \Vho have withdrawn from the Conference this
year?
None.
12. Are all the preachers blameless in life, etc.
The character of each was examined. and passed.
13. Who have (lied this veal' ?
None.
U
14. vVhat is the number of church members, etc. ?
See Table of Statistics.
15. What amounts are necessary for the superannu­
ated preachers, etc. ?
No estimate was made.
16. What sum is necessary to defray the expenRes o�
the delegates to the General Conference?
One hundred dollars.
17. What has been collected on the foregoing account
etc.?
See item, "Collections," under head," Miscellaneous."
18. Where are the preachers stationed this year?
See Appointments.
19. Where and when shall our next Conference be
held?
At Plymouth, Iowa; as near the 18th of September,




Re.�ol'Ved-That we request our General Conference to so
change the dividing line between this and the Iowa Conference
as to include the North-west Mission of the Iowa Conference
within the bounds of this Conference.
The above was supported by a letter, signed by ten members
of our church in the mission referred to, desiring such change.
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Resolved-That as a Conference, we petition the General Con­
ference to so change the southern boundary line of our Confer­
ence as to include all that part of Iowa north of the line of the
Dubuque and Sioux City Rail-Road, not including said R. R. line.
ON THE HYMN BOOK.
Whereas, The Methodist Hymn book has gone out of print,
and can no longer be obtained, and
lVhe?'eas, We are opposed to using the trashy, sentimental
songs, substituted in their place; therefore,
Resolve4-That we love the good old hymns of the Wesleys,
and that we ask our General Conference to make provision for
the publication of a Free Methodist Hymn book, containing a
selection of the best Methodist hymns.
APPOINTMENTS.
lOWA DISTRICT--G. C. COFFEE, Chairman.
Plymouth '" C. M. Damon, one to be supplied
Grant and Forest City , . . . . .. . S. H. Greenup
Algona .. _ " " . . . . , .J. C. Norton
Osage Cyrus Cook
Lime Spring J. S. Bradley
Waukon and Monona J. B, Newville
DAKOTAH DISTRICT--G. O. COFFEE, Chairman.
Olivet " , " J. W. Sharp
Mill 'I'own and Rockport D. W. Cook
Scotland and Michigan Settlement N. B. Baldwin, supply
Sioux Falls and Swan Lake S. P. LaDue
Oregon Mission. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . E. N. Sumner
MINNESOTA DISTRICT--WM. R. CUSICK, Chairman.
Owatonna and Havana " ' Luther Cook
Northfield and Cannon Vallt,y N. J. Sumner, supply
Mapleton, Mankato, Winnebago I H. D. Griffin,
City and Minnesota Lake .. f ODe to be supplied
Frazer City and Sank Center E. L. Smith, supply
Minueapolis , To be supplied
Conference Missiouariee-c-C. 'V. La.Due and John Ball.
8'I'ATISTI08 OF THE MINNE/:WTA kND j_\,URTHERN iOWA CONFERENCE.
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1 951 594 ..Dakotah Mission IJ. W. Sharp, N. B. Baldwin, supply 24 17 41 1 216 58 10 65: 120 92 ' ..
Oregon Mission IE. N. Sumner . . ' 13.. 10 1 .. � ,.. .. I' ,... .. . 1 / ..Havana IW. R. Cusick, H. D. Gaffin, supply (is 3 71 41 2,12 100 465 00,. 9 15 19 061
2000 ..
Northfield ,S. H. Greenup . , 26 7 33 11;3 .. 1 18 ' 5538, I 255 531 ..Mapleto�=__ · __ :F W. LaDue, Luther Cool;:,. .:.. :.. :__::L��I� ":1.:....:.1.:....:.: ·_:..:.....I.:.:....:.:.:....:.:.J 335 O�, �4 OOI_�__ �r _ !_�I��Totals , : 3231591 382117!12167( 33tJ! $65651216644, 30606 47101 1000°1 91001 21594
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J.l£ISOELLANEOUS.
The Conference was held in a new and beautiful
church, 32 x 44 feet, with an entry 9 x 11 feet, erected
ruder the supervision of Brother 'Vm. R. Cusick.
Meetings of Oonference were held V,Tednesday P. M.,
I'hursday A. M., Friday A. M., Saturday A. :U., P. :U., and
evening.
The following brethren preached: Brother Hart, six
times; Brothers J. W. Sharp, D. W. Cook, T. B. Ar­
nold, and J. C. Norton, each once.
There were some good prayer-meetings, and on Sab­
bath, love-feast and the Lord's Supper.
On Saturday P. M., Brother Hart preached an appro­
priate sermon, raised $500 in notes, and dedicated the
church in which the Conference was held, free of debt.
On Sabbath P. M., John L. Bradley, having been pre­
viously elected, was ordained Elder by imposition of the
hands of the Superintendent and the Elders present.
Collections, amounting in the aggregate to $100 for
the expenses of delegates to the approaching General
Conference, and $47.10 for the support of the General
Superintendents, apportioned to the circuits according
to membership, were brought to Conference, and duly
appropriated, with the exception of the following defi­
ciencies: Osage, $8.29 ; Plymouth, $18.10; Forest City,
$8.91 ; and Waukon, $6.89; which were ordered to be im­
mediately (aised on those circuits, by the preachers in
charge, and forwarded to the' Chairman of the Iowa
District, to be applied on the expenses of the delegates.
A-collection of about $15 was also raised on Sabbath,
and given to Brother Hart.
Rev. T. B. Arnold, Associate Editor of The Free
Methodist, was introduced to the Conference on Friday,
and invited to an honorary seat. He addressed the
Conference with reference to the interests of the pa�er,
and by preaching, and otherwise rendered efficient ser­
vice in the religious meetings.
Near the close of the session, Brother Hart ably ad­
dressed the ministers with reference to the responsibility
and glory of their calling.
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A vote of thanks was given, by rising, in testimony
of "our hearty appreciation of the kindness of the
brethren and friends of Havana, for their generous en­
tertainment of this Conference."
The Committees of Examination reported several
deficiencies in the Conference studies. The delinquents
promised to bring up the conrse.
A copy of" Wesley's Christian Perfection," and $1.25
was presented to the Conference on Saturday, coming
from Brother Wm. Manning of the Genesee Conference ;
the money to be used in the purchase of books for the
use of our preachers. It was appropriated to the pur­
chase of tracts for gratuitous distribution.
A delegate from the Plymouth circuit appearing for a
preacher acting as supply on that circuit,President Hart
rendered the following decision: that a supply appointed
to a circuit by a Chairman, without especial provision
of the Annual Conference, cannot be represented by a
delegate.
A motion to superannuate S. P. LaDue was lost by
five to nine.
The following action was taken on the Chairmanship,
on Thursday; a motion that we have one Chairman for
the entire work, was debated and lost. A motion pre­
vailed that we have four Districts with four local Chair­
men.
On Friday, a motion to reconsider was carried by 13
to 8, and the original question was lost by 10 to 13'when
the following motion prevailed: That the Stationing
Committee be requested to divide the work into three
Districts,with a Trawling Chairman, over the Iowa, and
Dakotah Districts.
A motion for a Local Chairman oyer the Minnesota
District, 'was amended in favor of a Travelling Chair­
man. The amendment was withdrawn, and the motion
prevailed. On Saturday evening, this motion was re­
considered, and a Travelling Chairman ordered, in C011-
sequence of Brother 'Ym. R. Cusick being reported by
the Stationing Committee for the Owatonna and Hav­
ana Circuit, for the third year, with the nomination
for Chairman. On the balloting for Chairman of this
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District, Brother Cusick received 18 votes, the whole
numbel' cast.
On tbe balloting for the Chairman of the Iowa Dis­
trict, of 20 votes cast, G. C. Coffee received 11, C. M.
Damon 6, S. P. LaDue 2, S. H. Greenup 1. G.C.Coffee
was declared elected.
The election of delegates to General Conference, was
on Thursday made the order of business for Saturday
evening, when the balloting took place, the bouse being
divided, with the following result: whole number of
votes for ministers, 13; W. R. Cusick, 7; C. M. Damon
6; G. C. Coffee 9; .J. S. Brailley 1; S. P. LaDue 1.
Wm. R. Cusick and G. C. Coffee were declared elected.
For laymen, whole number of votes 10 1-2; C. W.
Tenney 9; J. W. Landon 9; A. J. Cook I ; N. J. Sum­
ner 1; W. A. Swain 1. C. W. Tenney and J. W. Lan­
don were declared elected.
C. M. Damon and J. C. Norton were chosen minister­
ial, .arul T. VI. Lane and Z. Bortop, lay, reserve
delegates.
Brother Coffee arrived at Conference on Thursday, in
very feeble health, direct from Dakotah. On his return
he was violently ill, brethren twice gathering around his
bedside to witness his departure. Brother Bradley was
also detained by sickness from most of the meetings of
Conference, and others were unwell.
REPORTS OF COMAlITTEES.
I.-ON SABBATH.SCHOOLS.
Your Committee on Sabbath-schools b�g leave to report that
we rezard the instruction and education, and proper training of
out' children as the most important and imperative dntyof the
Christian and. parent; and that we consider the Sabbath-school
RR 011e of the most effective agenr-ies to this end; in which the
whole church should be> engaged by their labor!' and means,
We should give especial attention to our Sabbath-pchoollitpra­
tu re , that right seed U!lty be sown; and we recommend the Lily
and Pearl, publish-d by Baker and Arnold, of our own denom­
ination.
We further condemn and discountenance all amusements Of
discussions which would seek to draw the world. the flesh, and
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the devil, as unnecessary to awaken a proper interest in thi.
glorious work.
H.-ON TEMPERANCE.
We as a Conference and Church are opposed to intemperance
.of every form; not only to the intoxlcating cup. but in every
thing we Iive in, eat, drink,.or wear. And in accordance with
our principles, we promise to discard the growing of hops and
barley, for marketable purposes,
Further, we will discard the patroulaing of distilleries and
breweries, even as much as to purchase yeast of them.or to sell
any kind of distilling produce to them.
And, further, we as a Conference do solemnly promise before
God, that we will faithful ly raise our voices against Iiquor
license, and the sale of tobacco ; and we recommend as a means
of the permanent reformation of the intemperate,the acceptance
of the salvation of Jesus Christ.
IlL-ON SECRET SOCIETIES.
Your committee beg leave to report that the neeessitdes of the
times demand that we increase our efforts in opposttiou to all
aoeleties having the element of secresy in their organisation, as
we are following the Master. who said, "In secret have I said
nothing:" the more mild of which socletiea are only stepping
stones to that subtle despotism, which, while claiming to be" in
search of light," blindfolds ItS candidates, strangles their free­
dom of consoience by its cabletows and horrid oaths, and will,
in the end, deliver them to their grand master, the devil, to be
cast into outer darkness, where shall be weeping and gnashing
.of teeth.
IV.-ON THE STATE OF THE WORK.
Your Committee on the State .of the W.ork, report general
prosperity.
In nearly all parts of our work there are signs of enlargement.
In Dakotah, under the labors of Brothers Sharp and Baldwin,
a promising and extensive work is developing. In northern
Iowa there has been a vp.ry valuable addition to the member­
ship, with a decided improvement in spirituality. The Minne·
sota work reports considerable increase in numbers, with a very
material improvement in appliances for labor, We note with
especial gratification, the beautifully proportioned and well
finished new chapel at Havana, and the very fine district tent,
capable of seating perhaps, five hundred persons. Thiswill be
of the greatest service in extending the work in new places.
We observe also a hopeful spirit with a greatly increased
expectation of results, and determination to win them. This
augurs well for the future.
A self-denying' self relying spirit has been commendably
manlfest in the ministry, and on the part of some of the mem­
bers, great liberality Bond energy.
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With others, we fear indifference or covetoueness is a root of
evil. We are not sufficiently vigorous and uniform in our
financial policy. Some bear too heavy burdens, and others do
far too little. This is a. direct violation of disciplinary and
Christian obligRtion. The leaders and stewards should keep
an eye to this defect
We deplore certain evidences of worldliness in the style and
appearance of appare l with some of the membership, We
deem it of vital importance to maintain firmly our prominent
issues of separation from the ungodly, and formal professors of
religion.
Fiually, we need to cultivate purity, and the uuity of the
Spirit. '1'0 this end let us bumble ourselves before God, by
fasting and earnest prayer. Let us neal lovingly, faithfully
and openly with each other, and go forth to patient, expectant
labor.
We have, as a Conference, struggled through our formation
period; convenient chapels here and there await our rpl!ular
and speclal gatherings; God is in a measure turning the hearts
of the people toward us, and with faith and sturdiness, we may
hope for great things this year.
V.-ON PUBLICATIONS.
Perhaps nothing excites certain thoughts and makes them
the great. popular and central ideas of a nation, as do th« p-ri­
odica! publication:'! of the day. In consequence of this, our
national thou shts, words and acts abound in the fanciful and
sensationaI.
The cry is not, utility, or the greatest good, but amusement-i­
pleasure, pl--asu re.
Thank Gon,we have publications calculated to excite hea lthy
moral thoug-hts, and convert souls. These p-rtodn-als, the
orzaus of our church, embrace the Earnest Uhristian , Free
Mt'thoriist. Pearl, and Lil.'I/. We p1foldg-tl ourselves to introduce









CUBA, REPUBLIC COUNTY, KANSAS,
Aug. 29th to Sept. 2d.
OFFICERS.
P1'esident-K P. Hart. Secretary-Geo. W. C. Smith.
COMMITTEES.
On PublicWorship-E. E. Miller, W. :M. Adams and
E. P. Hart.
On Publishing the Minutes-Geo. W. C. Smith, S. V.
Green and E. E. Miller.
On Sabbath Schools, Bible Cause and Secret Societies
-We M. Hornby, A. B. Kellogg and J. C. Washburn,
On Publication-C. H. Lovejoy, J. Gibson and I. Bliss.
On Statistics-J. C. Washburn.
Examiners on the Course of Study for next year:
Preliminary Course-Geo. W. C. Smith, B. F.
Smalley.
First Year-We M. Hamby, T. Sherwood.
Second Year-W. M. Adams, I. Bliss.
Third Yl:'ar-E. E. Miller J. C. Washburn,
Fourth Ye�r-C. H. Lovjoy, R. Abell.
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DISCIPLINARY QUESTIONS.
I. What are the names of preachers and

































2. Who are the Stationing Commi tee?
E. P. Hal·t, W. M. Adams, W. N. Hamby, E. E.
Miller, S. V. Green, A. B. Kellogg', J, S. Pigman.
3. What preachers are admitted on trial?
J. S. Pigman, S. V. Green, Joseph Vungundy, Oliver
Linebeck, J. P. Kendall, M. L. Wilkinson, .J. B.
McElfresh.
4. Who remain of trial?
P. H. Arlington, A. C. Allen, D. M. Poor, T. D.
Bickham, John Gerrett, J. Adams, D. J. Goode, G. A.
Loomis.
5. Who are admitted into fnIl connection?
B. F. Smally, T. j. Shearwood, J. Teirwood, W. Gar­
rett, M. V. B. Phi1lips.
6. 'Who are the Deacons ?
Geo. W. C. Smith, D.•r. Goode, R. F. Morris, J. H.
Oney, \V. W. Harris, T. D. Bickham, J. W. Kt:'lldall.
J. B. McElfresh, ordained this year: B. F. Smalley,
J. T. Shearwood, J. Tierman, 'Y. Gerrett, 1\1. V . .B.
Phillips.
7. Who have been elected and ordained Elders this
year ?-None.
8. Who have located this veal' ?-None.
9. Who are the superannuated or worn-out preachers?
None.
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11. Who have withdrawn ?-None.
12. Are all the preachers blameless in life etc. ?
The character of each was examined and passed.
13. Who have died this year ?-None.
14. What is the number of Church members?
See Table of Statistics.
15. 'Vhat sum is necessary to defray the expenses of
our delegates to the General Conference?
Three hundred dollars. ($300.00).
16. What has been collected on the foregoing ques­
tion, and how applied r
Seventy-five dollars collected, and paid over to the
delegates to the General Conference.
17. Where are the preachers stationed this year?
See Appointments,
18. When and where shall our next Conference be
held?
At Neosho Rapids, Lyon Co, Kansas, Sept. 5th, 1879.
at 2 o'clock P. M.
MiSCELLANEOUS.
A.Goodf', probationer, discontinued at his own request.
Five districts to be supplied with three Traveling
Chairmen, and one Local Chairman.
Rev.l\h. Bradley, of the Wesleyan Methodist Church,
introduced to the Conference, and voted an honorary spat.
Rev. E. Leouardson, received by transfer from the
Michigan Conference,
Rev. G. R. Harvey, received by transfer from the
New York Conference.
G. A. Loomis, received by transfer from the Iowa
Conference.
Sister O. L. Witherold, Evangelist, from the Michi­
gan Conference, introduced to the Conference, and
elected to an honorary seat.
The following ministers were elected by ballot as
delegates to the General Conference: E. E. Miller, W.
M. Adams and W. N. Hamby,
The following Laymen were elected as delegates to
the General Conference: A. B. Kellogg, J. S. BlisEI,
John Gibson,
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The following ministers were elected as Traveling
Chairmen: E. E. Miller, W. M. Adams, W. N. Hamby,
and G. R Harvey, as Local Chairman.
APPOINTMENTS.
EASTERN DISTRICT-W. M. HAMBY, Chairman.
Lawrence......................................••.W. Gerrett
Harmony and Prairie Centre E. Leonardson
Leavenworth " '" '1'0 be supplied
Coffee Co. and Springfield , , J. S. Pigman
Xenia•.......................................... S. V. Green
Council Grove and Lvredon " D. M. Poor
Oak Grove, Willow Springs and Ohio City J. B. Allen
SOUTHERN DISTRICT-W. M. ADAMS, Chairman.
Neosho Rapids " '" ., .John Garrett
Lobett Co ...•.......••.••...•...•..•••..•..•.Oliver Linebeck
Cedar Vale..........••....Geo. W. C. Smith and J. Vongundy
Pola , M. L. Wilkinson
McPherson R. F. Morris
Chalk Mound W. W. Harris
Four Mile Creek 1. Bliss
Emporia J. B. McElfresh
LeRoy " J. Teirman
L. D. Beckham, Missionary.
COLORADO DISTRICT.-W. M. ADAMS, Chairman.
Colorado Springs S. Crouch, supply
San Juan R. P. Bakey, supply
Cold Cre ..k ...............•....... " , .J. Hodder, supply
WE�TERN DISTRIOT-E. E. MILLER, Chairman.
Clay Centre , " " ....•. M. V. B. Philllps
Elk Creek J, T. Shearwood
Salem and West Lime Stone R. Abell
Lime 8tone and Jewell Centre C. H. Lovejoy and
S B. Saunders, supply
Osborn B. T. Smalley and J. Adams
Spring Valley ................•.................... J. H. Oney
Alm'lna ..................................•....... D. J. Goode
Methodist Creek J. Whitting, supply
Smith County ..••............................... , P. Arlington
Adams County A H. Snelgrove, supply
Friendville and Hamilton Co J. R. Kendall
J. C. Washburn and L. Sherwood, missionaries.
C. H. LOVE'joy, Conference Evangelist.
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grpat importance of the Sabbath School in indoctrinating the
youn� in the true principles of the Bible, and that th ... re is l!'ff'at
danger of false and d ...srructive prlnciple« being implanted in
the youthful hea rt ; tlll.. refore Wf' as a Conference, advise our
people to hold their own Sabbath �chools, and disapprove of
union Sabbath Sehonls.
RetJolvrd-3, That WI" as a Conference believe that secret oath­
bound soci ...des, and especial ly Frf'e Ma"onary a nd Oddfel low­
ship. are powerful agencies for evil. and t-ndinz to the over.
throw of our Republican form of Gov ... rnment, and the dest ruct­
ion of the Ohrtstian relig'ion; therefore, that we in the future
will do all in our power. to counteract th--ir influence, and ac­
compliRh their overthrow, hy supporting such publications and
Institutions as have this obj-et in view.
ON PUBLICATIONS.
Whereas we view with sadness, the reading of pernicious
literature. the eff...ct of which. is to produce gt'nHal corruption
throughout our land, especia l ly in the mtnds of tilt' young, and
recogntztug the inst.rumentality of the public press, as a pow­
erful means of good or evil. Therefore,
Resolved, 'I'hat Wf' af! a people, will patronize only those re­
ligious journals, which unqua lified ly espouee tru- prtnciples,
and th« cause of Christ. and r hs t. 1:-t. we n-eommer.d the publ i­
cations of our own church. Including «u r Sabb rth Sclroo ls papers
in counectiou therewith, and that we will disr-ountena nc« all
Iin-rature, which does not tend to strengt h-n the cause of ri�bt­
eon-ness, and glorify God. and that our ministers and members,
continue to eucou rasn-, and wake active -fforrs to se-cure sound
reading matter for themselv-s and all our people, and as far as
possible to counteract the poisonous h.fluenee of a corrupt and
venal press in this age; and we wou d a1�0 recomme-nd, that
th ..y procure and eirculate, good tracts on a ll important subjects,
such as t ...mp ...ranc .... reform -tc., b-Jleving that a good work can
thus be done. in promulgating the Gospel of Salvation.
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M. V. B. Phillips, Clay Centre, Clay, Kan.
Geo. W. C. -mith, Ceder Vale Chautauqua,
E. Leonardson, Harmony, Douglas,
J. H. Oney. Goode P.O., Phillips,
Texas.G. R. Harvey.
J. 'I'Ierman, LeRoy. Kan.
B. F. Smalley, Osborn, Osborn.
T. J. Shearwood, Cuba, .uebublic,
Wm. Garrett, Lawrence, Douglas,
ON TRIAL.
P. Arlington, Osborn, Osborn, Kan.
A. C. Allen. Ripon,
D. M. Poor, Lyndon, Osaco, II
T. D. Bickham, Labette,
John Garrett, Neosho Rapids, Lyon,
J. Adams, Gsborn, Osborn,
J. B. McElfresh, Emporia, Lyon,
D. J. t+oode, Almena, Norton,
M. L. Wilkinson, Polo, Cowley,
G. A. Loomis,
J. S. Pigman, Neosho Rapids, Lyon,
Joseph Vangundy. Ce dar Vale, Chautauqua,
L. V. Greene, Xenia, Bourbon,
Oliver Linebeck, Labette,









FAIRFIEIJD, JEFFERSON CO., IOWA, SEPTEMBER 11,1878.
OPFICERS.
President-E. P. HART.
Secretary-C. E. Harroun, Jr.,
Conference l1·easurm·-E. E. Hall.
COMMITTEES.
On Public Worship-C. E. Harroun, Sr., J. W. Dake,
L. Mendenhall.
On Temperance-L. Mendenhall, A. Steadwell.
On State of Work-Stationing Oommittee.
On Secret Societies-A. Steadwell, E. E. Hall.
On Sabbath-Schools-J. W. Dake, E. Y. 'I'ytus.
On Publishing the Minutes-Secretary.
On raising Funds for Publishing Minutes-A. Steadwell.
DTSCIPLINAR¥ QUESTIONS.
1. What are the names of preachers and delegates









A S t.f"'adWI' ll,
W. C. 'I hompson,
R. S. Ellis,
J. N Bovee,




E. Y. Tytus, A. Bradford,
F. E. Hall, L. Mendenhal l,
O. Johnston, S T. Horton,
E. K Hall, R. Spa tes.
2. Who are the Stationing Committee?
E. P. Hart, C. E. Harroun, Sr., E. E. Hall.
3. Who are admitted on trial?






4. Who remain on trial?
S. C. Scott, V. A. Dake, R. W. Scott, .J. C. Long,
B. F. McCall, A. P. Goode, G. W. Stewart.
5. who are admitted into fnll connection?
'V. C. Thompson, M. L. Vorheis, transferred from
Illinois Conference.
6. Who are the Deacons?
S. S. Stewart, W. C. Thompson, A. P.Goode,ordained
this year.
7. Who have been elected and ordained Elders this
year?
L. C. Gould.
S. Who have located this year?
None.
9. Who are the superannuated or worn-out preachers?
None.
10. Who have been expelled from the Conference
this year?
None.
11. Who have withdrawn from the Conference this
year?
None.
12. Are all the preachers blameless in life, etc.
Their names were all called and their characters
separately passed.
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l:l. Who have died this year?
Nont>.
14. What is the number of church members, etc. ?
See Table of Statistics.
] 5. Where are the preachers stationed this year?
See Appointments.
16. Where and when shall our next Conference be
held?
At Cedar Rapids ; time,::Is near the] Oth of Septem­
ber, 1879, as the General Superintendeut can fix it.
APPOINTMENTS.
WATERLOO DIST.-C. E. HARROUN, Sr., Chairman.
Alice..................••........ " J. W. Dake
Cedar Rapids , W. C. Thompson
Hardin Co., Miss , , " C. W. Carrol
Maquoketa and DeWitt J. CLung
Ott. r Creek '" S. Mills, supply
Walker V, A. llake
Waterloo...•...........•......••..•......•...... J. N. Bovee
Uniontown ..........................................• A. Hall
FAIRt'IELD DIST.-C. E. HARROUN, Sr., Chairman.
Blrrniuzham , , " , .C. E. Harroun Jr
Blak sburg " " " .•...... ' .. , R. W. �cott
Burltnzton " , ..•M, L. Vorh ..is
Fairfield , '" T. Allen
Salina and Mt, Zion K 1'. Carl
Sou th English ........•.......... B. F. McCall, H. \V. Stewart
White Oak .........................•............. L. C. Gould
BEAR GROVE DISTRICT.-R S. ELLIS, Chairman.
Atlantic ..............••..................•.•.....S. C. Scott
Arkansas Mission ...........................•...... T. Vipond
B ar (Trove A. Stf'adwt'll
Clarinda arid i+raut City J. M. Scott
North W ..st., Mi�fl A. P. Goode
Wm Cooley, Conference Missionary. S. S. Stewart to be
appointed by the President.
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WATERLOO DISTRICT.
Alice J. W. Dake .
DeWitt and Maquoketa L. C. Gould , .
Hardin Co., Miss J. C. Long .
Otter Creek '... W. C. 'I'hompson .
Walker V. A. Dake .
Waterloo. . . . . '. . C. E. Harroun, Jr .
FAlH.FIELD DISTRICT.
BIrmingham S. S. Stewart .
Burlington M. L. Vorheis ..
Blakesburg G. W. Stewart .
Fairfield,.. .. L. Mendenhall .
Mt. Zion and Salina J. N. Bovee .
White Oak R. W. Scott .
South Engli!'h.... . B. F. McCall. .
BI<�AR UROVE DISTRICT
Bear Grove J. M. Scott ..
Hawleyville W. Cooley .
Grant City and Taylor Co .. A. Steadwell .
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MISOELLANEOUS.
Probationers were made honorary members.
Rev. R. Gilbert was invited to an honorary seat in
the Conference.
* E. E. Hall was elected Conference Treasurer for the
ensuing year, to receive all money belonging to the
Conference.
Conference bar fixed at fourth seat from front.
The sessions of Conference were ordered to commence
at 8 o'clock, add close at 11 :30 A, M.; at 2 o'clock, and
close at 5 P. M.
The Secretary was appointed to receive money for
defraying expenses of Delegates to General Conference.
It was ordered that the preachers read their reports
with the passage of their character.
Rev. lVI. L. Vorheis of the Illinois Conference, Free
Methodist Church, was received into full connection by
transfer.
Rev. J. Travis transferred to New York Conference.
Rev. Wm. Cooley was received from the Kansas and
Missouri Conference by transfer, into full connection.
Rev. G. A. Loomis was transferred to the Kansas and
Missouri Conference, on trial.
It was ordered to have two Traveling Chairmen the
ensuing year.
Rev. C. E. Harroun, Sr., and Rev. R. S. Ellis were
elec·ted as Chairmen, by ballot.
The following were elected to the General Confer­
ence: Elders, C. E. Harroun, Sr., J.W. Dake; Laymen,
E. E. Hall, L. Mendenhall.
C. E. Harroun, Sr., was elected to represent the Iowa
Conference as Elder, on the Executive Committee.
The following were elected as Reserve Delegates to
the General Conference: Elder R. S. Ellis; Layman
G. W. Merrill.
It was ordered to hold a camp-meeting between Cedar
Rapids and Marion, commencing June 25, 1879; and a.
committee of seven appointed to locate the ground, and
* His address is, Walker. Linn Co., Iowa; Money Order Office, Independ­
ence, Buchanan County, Iowa.
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take the oversinht of all temporal matters connected
with the meet ino. Committ eo : Rev. C. E. Hnrroun,
E. E. Hall, Rev. V. A. Dak(', O. Johnson, S. l\lill�. Rev,
W.C.Thomp�on; ana t he owner of the ground selected.
Rev.W, C.TllOmpqon and O. J'ohnson were appointed
a committee to solicit a reduct ion of rail-road fare over
the rail-roads enfpl'ing Cedar Rapids, for the benefit of
all part.ies attending" the camp-meeting there in J nne,
and the Conference in Septemher.
L. Mendenhall C. E. Harroun, s-, and E. E. Hall,
were appointed a committee to devise a way for raising
the deficiency in defraying the expenses of' Delegates
to the General Conference. A colk-ct ion of $10.00 was
taken in open conference. $30.00 was borrowed of six
members of the Conference.
Those circuits which were in arrears in their assess­
ment for defraying expenses of Delegates to the Gei era}
Conference, were required, throngh their delegates, and
preachers sent to them, to see that the arrears he col­
lected immediately, and sent to E. E. HaH, vVaIker,
Linn Co., Iowa; to be divided pro rata among those of
whom Comference borrowed the deficiency.
Deficieno) on Circuits-DeWitt, $1.92; Bear Grove,
$4.35; Birmingham, $9.86; Page County Mission, $4.08
Blakesburg, $6.12; South Enalish, $11.39; Hardin
Co., Miss., $2.21 ; Salina and Mt. Zion, $14.13.
It was ordered that the missionary monev for the
coming year be paid to the Conference Tl'easl{rer,(E. E.
Hall,) and held by him till next Conference, to be �p­
propriated by the next Conference, The time for taking
the General Missionary Collection was fixed 101' the
second quarter. The time for taking the (.'0 11ect ion for
the General Superintendents,was fixed during the fourth
quarter.
Oertificates from the Waterloo District Quarterly
Conference, recommending S. M ils and H. S. Carpenter
for Deacon's orders, were read to the Conference ; they
not being present, the certificates were ordered put on
file.
The> minutes wore ordered published with those of the
other Fall Conferences.
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The Secretary was instructed to divide the money on
hand for defraying the expenses of Delegates to Gen­
eral Conference, equally among the Delegates elect.
A rising vote of thanks was tendered to the citizens
of Fairfield for their hospitality in entertaining those
present at the Conference.
A vote of thanks was also tendered to the trustees of
the Christian church, for the use of said church.
REPORT8- OF COMMITTEES.
I.-ON TEMPERANCE.
Temperance is moderation in the use of all things that are
lawful. Intemperance is not simply the immoderate USE) of
things lawful, but the use of all things that in their nature are
wrong, or whose natural tendency is in that direction. '1 he use of
all intoxicating drinks as beverages we place under this head,
and for this reason, advocate total abstinence in their USf', as
first named. The curse of iutemperance is broadcast over the
land. 'I'he efforts to restrain and remove it seem to be accom­
plishlng comparatively smal l results.
The increase of crime, especially that of murder, is the
apparent fruit of this great sin. Its destructi ve influences are
being felt in nearly every department of social life. The un­
sanctified appetites and propeuslt.ies of human nature are
receiving much stimulus from this source.
We believe that hard cider is no exception to intoxicating
drinks. He who indulges in this, is equal ly guilty with the
man who drinks wine or beer.
As few drunkards are ever permanently reformed without an
entire change of the-ir nature hy the grace of God ,WE:' think thls
change the only certain reformatory measure that can operate
against this gigantic evil.
n.-ON SABBATH SCROOLS.
Your committee would report that the-y are pleased with the
increased interest taken in Sabbath school Jabor in OUT Confer­
ence, the past year; therefore,
ResQlved-That we, as preachers and laymen of the Iowa
Conference, in connection with our official boards, establish and
maintain Sabbath-schools wherever praticabJe.
And that we recommend that no person not e-njoying religton
be chosen as an officer or teacher in our schools, and t'lat we
believe that our issu-es and conceptions of the Holy Scriptures
should be taught to the youth ae we-Il as to the adult, as far as
their minds are capable of receiving them.
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IlL-ON SECRET SOCIETIES.
The report of last year was re-adopted.
IV.-ExAMINERS ON COURSE OF STUDY.
Preliminary COUl'fle-V. A. Dak e, J. M. Scott.
First. Year-W. U. 'I'hompson, B. F. McCal1.
Second Year-M. L. Vorheis, J. N. Bovee.
Third ypar-C. E. Harroun, Jr.. L. C. Gould.
Fourth Year-A. Steadwell, J. W. Dake,
V.-ON MINUTES.
Amount raised ........•............................... $18 00
VI.-GENERAL SUPERINTENDENTS' COLLECTIONS.
Walker Circuit , $6 00
Cedar Rapids Circuit 9 (>0
Waterloo '{. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . �o
Bear (:i rove . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. 1 20
Birmingham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70
Alice 4 95
From sources not named. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 00
$26 25
PubUc collection. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 26 6 L-$52 86
VIL-ON DELEGATES EXPEN8ES TO GENERAL CONFERENCE.
Paid to C. E. Harroun. Sr $20 73
" J. W. Dake 20 72
" L. Mendenhall. 20 75
" E. E. Hall. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. 20 73-$82 94
RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED.
The following resoulutions were adopted:
Resolved-That this Annual Conference request the ensuing
General Conference, at its ensuing sesslon, to so change our
General rules, page 31, relating to the use of tobacco, so as to
read. as follows:
Softness and needless self-indulgence, especially snuffing,
chewing, smoking, raising or selling tobacco.
Wlte'l'eas, There are pIact's opening for our people in north
Mit�souri, which cannot be conveniently reached by the Kansas
Conference,we ask the ensuing General Conference to so change
the southern boundary of this Iowa Conference as to include the
northern portion of said state. Say, run down the Mississippi
river to the south-east corner of Lewis County, MQ.; thence
west on an air line to the Missouri river; thence up said river
to the corner of Iowa.
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Resolved-That it is the opinion of this Conference that there
should be an addition to our General Rules, which should read
as follows:
Abstaining from connection with all secret societies.
Resolved- l'hat we petition the General Conference to make
the said change.
Re.�olved-That this Annua] Conference request the General
Confer-nee to so change the Discipline, Sec. �, � 1, pagt' 35, to
read as follows:
Let none be admitted on probation, until thl'y give evidence of
a desire to flee from the wrath to come, by givivg affirmative
answers to the following questtons :
1. Have you saving faitu in Christ?
2. Wil1 you consent to be governed by the General Rules t
Rps!Jlved-'fhat it is the opiuion of this Conference that Chap-
ter IV. f:;ec. 3 of our Discipline should be so changed that
paragaph 10, and the answer, should read,
What shall we do with those members of our church who
wilfully and repeatedly neglect to meet with their class? or
neg-lect to aesist in promoting the cause of God in the society to
which th ...y belong r
Answer, 1. Let the Elder, Deacon, or one of the preachers
visit them whenever practicable, lind «xplaln to them the eonse­
quence if they continue to neglect, namely, exclusion.
2 If they do not amend, let the Leader, or �ny member of the
society, present charges against them to the Official Board; a
copy of the same hav ing been presented to the accused, at least
15 days before being presented to the Official Board; and they
cited to appear in person or counsel, and give reason why such
charges shall not be acted upon.
3. If the accused fail to appear, he shal l, by a vote of three
fourths of all the members of the Official Board, be declared
withdrawn. 'I'he Recording Steward shall notify the accused
of the official action.
4. Any person feeling aggrieved at being thus excluded, shall
shall have the privileg.. of appealing to the next ensuing
Quarterly t 'oufer ...nee, after betng notifieu of exclusion by the









F. M. Church, Coopersville, Ottawa Co., Mich., Oct. 11-5,1878
OFFICERS.
President-B. T. ROBERTS, Secretary-C. S. GITCHELL.
COMMITTEES.
On Public Worship-B. T. Roberts, C. S. Gitchell.
On Missions-The Stationing Committee.
On Publishing the Minutes-vThe Secretary.
On Raising Fuods for Publishing Minutes-C, W.
Haynes, G. A. Olmstead.
On Publications-e-A. H. Spl'ingstine, 1. MudgE',
On Secret Societies-A. H. Springstine, J. Ellison, H.
Clark.
On Edueation-S. Roberts, J. Clark, G. II.•Joslvn,
On Temperance-C. H. Sage, A. C. Marshall, G.Shorter.
On Sabbath-So Roberts,
To appoint the Course of Study-B. T. Roberts.
STA.NDING COMMITTEE.
Preliminary Course-C. S.Gitchell, G. A. Olmstead.
First year-A. V. Leonardson, J. G. Jm;lyn.
Second year-C. S. Git('hell, C. W. Haynes.
'rhird Yf'ar·-I. Mudge, J. G. Witham.
Fourth year-So Roberts, J. Ellison,
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DISCIPLINARY QUESTIONS.
1. What are the names of the preachers and delegate.













J. H. Clark, A. C. Marshall, A. Han,
Wm. Caywood, D. Pt'abndy, H. G. Fellows,
E. Eddy, S. Wtlbsttlr, G. Shorter,
J. Clark, M. A. Coss, S P. Maratin,
H. Johnson, Wm. Stone, W. McKearnin,
J. Tift, D. Emb-ry, T. V. Gray.
R. D. Knapp, A. Hudson, S. �quares,
G. Showers, J. H. Wint.er. A. Mct+ee,
S. Gould, W. H. Osman, F. T. FIewellng.
R. I. Wilcox, L. T. Jacokes, Andrews.
2. Who are the Stationing Committee?
B. 1'. Roberts, J. Ellison, S. Roberts, C. H. Sage,
J. H. Clark, H. G. Fellow�, G. Shorter,
3. What preachers are admitted on trial ?
F. O. Potruff, E. W. Chapman, H. C. Owen, Wm.
McKearnin, J. N. Watson, N. A. Austin, G. Showers.
4. Who remain on trial?
M. Devoist, R. S. McLane, S. P. Marstin, Wm. Mc­
Kay, W. S. Haight.
5. 'Vho are admitted into full connection?
T. C. Fi�her, A. Mudge, L. D. Russell, C. D. Hoadley,
W. J. Wan'en, J.Craig, W. S. Chamberlain, H. D. Rob­
inson, .J. W. Currier, J ..McLucas.
6. Who are the Deacons?
J. P. Soule, S. Johnson.
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S. Who have located this year?-None.
9. Who are the superannuated preachers ?-None.
10. Who have been expelled this year '(
None.
11. Who have withdrawn this year?
None.
12. Are all the preachers blameless in life, etc.?
Their names were called and passed.
13. Who have. died this year?
None.
14. What is the number of church members?
See Table of St atistics,
15 ann 16. No business,
17. Where are the preachers stationed this year?
See Appointments.
18. When and where shall our next Conference be
helo?
Time left with the Superintendents. The place left
to be selected by Brothers J. Ellison, S. Roberts, and
W. H. Osman.
MISCELLA NED US.
Rev. Wm. Cusick of t.he Minnesota and North Iowa
Conference, was invited to take an honorary seat in the
Conference.
The probationers were invited to take honorary seats
in the Conference,
Rev. Elder Marsh, preacher in charge of the Method­
ist Episcopal church of Coopersville, was introduced to
the Conference and invited to an honorary seat,
Rev. J. W. Currier, an Elder from the ·.Miehignn Pro­
testant Methodist Conference, presented a recommend­
ation, and was received into full connection in our Con­
ference. His credentials as an Elder were recormized.
Rev. James McI,l1caR, formerly an Elder of 'the ..l\lich­
igan Conference of the United Brethren Church, was
received into full connection, and his credentials as an
Elder recognized.
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Brother G. H. Joslyn, formerly of the Genesee Con­
ference of the Free Methodist Church, was received
into full connection on his certificate of location from
said Conference, and elected to Elder's orders.
Rev. H. Bearss, an ordained Elder of the Protestant
Methodist Church, after answering the usual Disciplin­
ary questions, was received into the Conference in full
connection, and his ordination recog-nized.
Rev. A. V. Leonardson of the Michigan Conference
was received by transfer.
By vote, the various districts are to have Local Chair­
men, except Canada.
Rev. Brot hers Hurlbut and Bennett of the Michigan
Wesleyan Methodist Conference,were introduced to the
Conference; seasonable remarks were made by them,
and kindly replied to by our President.
A fraternal letter was received from the Michigan
Protestant Methodist Conference. To answer said let­
ter, Conference voted that Rev. J. Ellison be a fraternal
delegate to visit their next Annual Conference.
The examination in the Course of Study is to take
place the day preceding our next Annual Conference.
Let all be punctual.
A vote of thanks was tendered to the citizens of
Coopersville, for their kindness in so hospitably caring
for the members of the Conference.
RESOL UTION.
Re8olved-That we will not promote any preacher in this
Conference, wh» i� deficient in his studies, until such studies are
brought up; and that the committee be Instructed to report such
to the Secretary. and the studies in which th ...y are deficient; the
Secretary is to keel' a. record of the same, and report them in
the minutes.
APPOINTMENTS.
BIG RAPIDS DIST.-C. S. Gl'fCHELL, Chairman.
Cedar Springs .•........••............••..••••.. C. S. Gitchell
Coopersville , L. D. Russell
Ra.-venna. and Six Comers M. Devoist
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Ensley and Stanwood � C. A. Cusick
Big Rapids and Chippewa .....•....•............ R. S. McLane
Clam Lake .. , " ., " " A. Mudge
Kalkaska .......................••••............ F. O. Potruff
GRAND RAPIDS DIST.--C. W. HAYNES, Chairman.
Orleans and lona , " .C. W. Haynes
Saranac ' , J. W. Nichols
Grand Ledge and Sunfield H. Bearss
ST. JOHN'S DISr.-A. V. LEONARDSON, Chairman.
St. John's and DeWitt. . . . . . . . .. . ....•...... A. V. Leonardson
Ovid and South Ovid J. Ellison
North Star T. C. Fisher
Isabeble , J. McLucas
Gladwin H. C. Owen
Pine River " ., ., 0. O. HQlowell, supply
CASS RIVER DIST.-J. G. WITHAM, Chairman.
Macomb , J. G. Witham
Goodland and Speaker W. J. Warren, 1. N. Watson
Otter Lake and Waterloo ' H. Johnson
Newberry and Lamott .. , , " ., E. W. Chapman
Caro, Vasser, and Cass River A. H. Springstine
GE�ESEE DIST.--I. MUDGE, Chairman.
H.ad�ey .. , ' " , " , 1. Mudge
Ray, Auburn and Pontiac W. S. Chamberlain
lticLtield and Burton 0 D. Hoadley
Farrendvil le '" . W. S. Haight
Maple Grove, Forest and Flushing J. Craig
FLINT DIST.-S. ROBERTS, Chairman,
Gaines ...................•................ - S. Roberts
Flint and West Flint .. " R. D. Robinson
Linden and Holly J. F. Witherald
South Lyons H. Sawyer
Living-ston , ..••..... " , .........•.G. H. Joslyn
Williamston _ " J. W.l·urrier
C ANADA DIST.--O. H. SAGF., Chairman,
Thetford J. Winter, supply
London G. Shorter, supply
Iona Wm. McKay
Galt " " S. P. Marstin
Ellesmere " G. Showers
Gananoqua. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . W. McK(>arnin
G. A. Olmstead, C. R. Clark, and J. P. Soule at their own
request. were to be appointed by the Superintendent.
CHARGES. PAI!ITORS.
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REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.
I.-ON EDUCATION.
Your committe would reepectfully report that while there is
much to be thankful for, that has been accompli-bed in the edu­
cation of th« past and present generations in the noble system
of public schools established by the �tate of Michigan, 88 well
as the many denominational and private enterprtses, conducted
in the iut-reera of the same great object; "till very much
remains to he done. Your committee wou ld turthe-r report that
while rf'cognizing the many excellencies of the above institu­
tions of learning. yet thf'Y ff'e.l dt't-ply to regret that in most of
them thf'rl-' h� wantlng wholly or in part, the sacred influences of
deep, !Z'elllline piety, such as is inculcated in the Scriptures. It
is hurhlv essentia.l ro the he8t interests of our children, that they
ba'placed at· school where. thorough mental culture combined
wit.h Hound Scriptural teaching may be obtained,and where they
will he· most hkely.to be converted to God.
We would therefore urge upon our people and the friends ot
religious education gt'nerally, the importance of patronizing
our Ilf'minariefl of learning, established at Spring Arbor, Mich.,
and North Olrili.N.Y.,as well calculated to accomplish these desir­
able results. We would also encourage and advise the friends of
rellgious education everywhere. to Contribute liberally of their
means, and to pray for their continued prosperity and success.
H.-ON SECRET SOCIETIES.
No honest man can understand the character and aims of
organized secretlsm, without being opposed to it. Freemasonry
and similar inst itutions exist in the double character of govern­
ment and religion. No man can be true to lodge government
without being, virtually, a traitor to his country; DO man can
be true to the reliaion of the lodge without being an atheist.
Freemasonry, which is responsible for all the other secret
societies in. the land, and properly includes them, claims to be
everything good, aud supremely good. If it tolerates other
benevolent, reformatory and saving agencies, it is because it has
failed in its design to become universal; for it. is revolutionary
in design, if not apparently so in method. The essential differ­
ence between Masonry and the Gospel, is the difference between
the religion of Jesus Christ and the religion of the devil.
The Gospel of grace is founded on the fact of the Iost eondi­
�ion of man. The religion of secretism utterly and intentionally
ignores the ruined state of the natural mao. The chief corner
stone of eeoretism then, is a monstrous falsehood. The striving
is evil and only evil. Its sweeping aim is the overthrow of the
Christian religion. Secretism holds in its terrible grasp of de­
ception. fraud and violence. multitudes of men who neither
understand nor endorse the thing. One of the most painful,
mischievous and alarming features (If the evil is its power over
the church, especially the ministry. Were the lodge deprived
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of the support it derives from the church, it would be weak.
ened, 'I'ue st.rengt.h of Ma.soury lit's in its concealment. All
that is essentially bad in secret societies has power for harm
ehit'tl.V' because it is hid from the public gaze.
'I'h« most t'fi"'c'ctual way to counteract the wicked tendencies
ann destroy the hel Iish alms of obligated secretism, is to expose
it to the iu-p-ctlou of candid men.
But the incidental or Indirect encouragement given to secret­
ism by men or socletb-s supposed to btl uuiversally pious, has in
some cases done more harru than i1l g ...ne ra lly doue by the defined
and open ad vocacy of obltgat-d secret ism.
In all orgamaed aecretisui, rhe ouli,l!ation i� the one essential
thing'. TIn-re is 110 other point 00 which Iutel llgvnt masons,
especially those in the church, labor with more dtligeuce and
skill tl) keep the people in lguorance, yet no other point is of SO
much importance,
A mau does not become a mason until he takes upon him the
masonic ohligation ; so, he duet! not cease to be such, until he
uuqualitiedly renounces the obtigatlou. As secresy is thltt on
which all o'lligatioo rests, a u.ason continues such until he
divulges, 'I'ue rerore,
Rel5ulved-l'hat we, the North �Jichigan Conference, are as
much as ever opposed to secret societies.
ILI.-ON TEMPEUANCE.
Knowing as we do the great evil of intemperance, and feeling
1U! we have felt, its ruthless power in our land, and whereas we
believe that intemperance i8 not only manif-st in those who
indulge freely in the use of intoxicating drinks, but is cherished
ill almost every household in the land. And when-as iuteurper­
ance is contrary to the teachiug of the Bible, subversive of the
moral interest of society, therefore,
Resolved-That we as a Conference will with renewed energy
push forward the great work of temperance, not by preaching
to others only, but by being temperate ours ... lves; and also in­
structing the children in temperance principles.
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A. H Snriugstine, Michigan
C. 'V. Hayn-s, Ionia, Ionia, .,
J. F. Wetherald, Lapeer, Lapeer,
C. H. Clark.
I. Muog'l-', Hadley, Lapeer,
.J. W. Nickols. Charlotte, "
A. V. Leouardaon, St. John's, Clmton,
G. A. Oluistead , Cedar Springs, Kent,
H. Bearss, Grand LH�ge,
G. H. Joslyn, Fowlerville,
C. A. Cusick, Howard City.
�. Johnson, Watertown.
T. C. Fisher, North Star,
A. Mudge, Clum Litke,
L. D. Hussel l, Coopersvi l la, Ottawa,
C. D. Hoadley, Ricldield, Genesee,
W. J. Warren, Goodland,
J. Craig. Flushing,
W. S. Chamberlain, Pontiac,
R. 1>. Robinson, Flint,
J. W. Currier . wu !iarnston,
.T. McLucas, Mount Pleasant, Isabelle,
O� TRIAL.
M. Devoist. Ravpnnft Mlc��gauR. S. Mcl.ane, Big Rapids.
P. U. l'otruff, KalkaHka,
J. N. Watson, Goodland,
E. W. Chapman. Lamott,
\V. s. Haight, Farrandville,
D. Marstin, Hadley, Lapeer.
G. Shorter, Canada











HOLLAND, LUCAS CO., OHIO, SEPT. 25-28, IS']".
OFFICERS.
President-B. T. Roberts.
Secretary-W. H. James, Assistant-A. Bradfield.
Conference was called to order fit 2 o'clock P. 1\1.,
Wednel'lciay, Sept. 25, ] 878, by the President who con­
ducted the religions exercises.
Fourteen prenchers answered to their names, and
seventeen delegates presented their certificates of elect­
ion.
'V. H. James was elected secretary, A Bradfield,
assistant.
COMMITTEES.
On Pnblic Worship-B. T. Roberts, B. R. Jones, L. T.
F,·illk.
On Temperance-s-J. Cripps, E. C. �hip1ey, C. F. Irish.
On Puhlishiuz ]\fiJllltes-Thf' Sccret arir-s.
On Collecting. Funds to Publish the l\1inutcs-P. Vin­
cent, .J. Lawrence,
On Missions-J. Cain and the Stationing Committee.
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On Secret Societies-I. W. Bell, E. C. Shipley. J. A.
\Vilson, E. l\Iathl'\\'s.
On E(i ucation --13. R. Jones, L. T. Frink, 1. 'V. Bell,
Jolin Pllle�.
On Publicatious-c-J. A. Wilson, A. Bradfield, J. Law­
renee, J. l\leGl'atlt, J. \Y. Bal'l·C'Il.
On Sundny-Schools=-J. Carter, P. Zeller, J. Leisenring,
S. Stearns.
To receive funds collected for General Conference Del­
egates-A. Omens.
On Claims-B. R. Jones, I. W. Bell, J.Cl'ipps, S. Brown,
C. Corwin.
To receive fUIHh collected for General Superintendents
-B. H. Jones.
To appoint committee on Course of Study for next year
-13. T. Rouert::-:.
STANDI�G COMMITTEES.
Examiners on Course of Stlldv­
Prelimiuary-e-W. H. Jarn"e�, S. Marshall.
First Year-A. Bradfield, J. Lawrence.
Second Ycar-E. Mathews, \V. A. Sellew.
Third Y('a)·-J. Cripps, J. A. Wilson.
Fourth Year-L. T. Frillk, U. F. Irish.
To visit Sprin.g Arbor Seminary-A. Bradfield, E.
Mathews, W. H. James.
DISCIPLINARY QUESTIONS.
1. What are the nnrnos of preachers and delegates































John Carter, Henry Archer, J. \V. Barren.
E. C. :Shipley. John Harden. C. Corwin,
Will. Mc.\lsster. Stacy Stearns, J. H. MCIlrath,
Sergeant Brown, Joseph Cain, J. Plumb,
Joe-ph Gunn, John Plues, P. Goodrich,
T. J. Noland. Geo. Bills, John Mains,
Mary 8. Jones, Wm. Humfeld, Joseph '1 hompson,
2. Who are the Stationing Committee?
B. '1'. Roberts, B. R. Jones, I. VV. Bell, A. V. Leon­
ardson, J. A. Wilson, J. Cripps, John Pllle�, John Car­
ter, E. C. Shipley, Wm. Humfeld, 'rhos. J. Nolaud.
3. What preachers are admitted Oil trial?
Wm. Jones, Nathan Gradeless, Augustus Spicer,
4. Who remain on trial?
G. H. Thompson, G. R. Tompkins, J. Harden, C. B.
Shaeffer.
5. Who are admitted in full connection?
James Scott, B. Bm'Iingtou, N. R.Woods, J. Hayden,
A. F. Godwin, G. Windust.
6. Who are the Deacons ?
Geo. Linn, J. Scott,* B. Burlington,* N. R. Woods,*
J. Hayden,* A. F. Godwin,* G. Windust,* P. Vincent,
J. Leisenring, J. Lawrence, P. Zeller.
7. Who have been elected and ordained Elders this
year?
None.
8. Who have located this year?
None.
9. Who are the superannuated or worn-out preachers?
A. Omens.
10. Who have been expelled from the Conference
this year?
None.
11. Who have withdrawn?
T. Riley.
12. Are all the preachers blameless in life, etc.
The character of each was examined and passed.
13. Who have died this year?
None.
• Ordained ib1a year.
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14. What is the number of church members, etc. ?
See Table of Statistics.
15. Where are the preachers stationed this year?
See Appointments.
16. W here and when shall our next Conference be
held?
At South Quincy, Mich., as near the thirdWednesday
in September, 1879, as may suit the plan of the General
Superintendents.
APPOINTMENTS.
SPRING ARBOR DISTRICT-I. W. BELL, Chairman.
Spring Arbor and Jackson.•...................... A. Bradfield
Napoleon and Jefferson E. Mathews
Ransom and Reading G. Linn
Ridgeway and Blisstield G. H. 'l'homp-on
Raislnvrlle .........•................••••... " , P. Vincdnt
Sumpter and Cady J. L. Gradeless
THREm RIVERS DISTRICT-I. W. BELL, Chairman.
Three Rivers, Sherman and Marcellus P. Zt"!l1el
Coldwater and Eckford , (1. \Vindust
Battle Creek, Sherwood and South Union .••...G. R Touipktns
Lawrence J. Lawrence
Mishawaukee and Hepton B. Burlington
Bunker Hill and Indian Point ...•................... O. Barftoll
TOLEDO DISTRlCT-B. R. JON:B.S, Chairman.
Delta and Amboy Wm. Jones
Holland and Ottowa Lake.. ••. . C. B. Sha-ffer
Ida and Otter Creek .. , J. L .. Isenring
Fairfield and Dover .........................•.A. F. Godwin
Huron and Wayne ..........••........................ J. �cott
Trenton and West Road J. Carter, supply
CLEVELAND DISTRlCT-B. R. JONES, Chairman.
Cleveland ...............•......................... C. F. Irish
Ridgevllle and Litchfield S. Marshal]
Orange To be supplied
Unionville...................................." "
Howard and Pleasant Grove N. R ""'oods
West Windsor ........•........ " .. '" J. Hayden
SOrTH EAST OHIO DISTRICT-J. CRIPPS. Chairman.
Summerfi .. ld ......................•...............A. �pjcer
East Union and Perryopolis J. Cripps
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I�DI'-\NA DI�TRIOT-W. H. JAMI<:S. Chairman.
E\'an�villf> and Fort Branch '1'0 be supplied
Bloolnfielrl...................................." .,
Att.ica and �llg'Rr Grov W. H. James
Fort Wayne and BIue River..........•.•..••....... J. Harden
CINCI:\NAT! OI3rRWT-J. A. WILSON, Chairman.
Cincinnati J. A. Wilson
C?chran and Lawrenceburgh To.�e supglil!dRichmond ....................•...............
Noblesvil le A. S. King, supply
A. Omens superannuated, and member of the Spring Arbor
Quarterly Conference.
W. D. Bishop. :\{'ssionary to Ca llfornla.
E. Leone rdson transferr ...d til Kansas Conference.
L "1', Frink, W. A. Se llew.Wui. Mabbs, and A. V. Leonardson
to be appointed by the President.
MISCELLANEO US.
It was ordered that the elders remain while their
characters were passed, unless a vote was necessary to
determine their relation.
It was ordered that the Superannuated Collection be
taken up the flrst qnarter; Missionary Collection t113
third qnarter, and the General Superintendents' the
fourth quarter.
It was ordered that the Superannuated Collection be
forwarded as soon as taken up, to A. Omens, Spring
Arbor, Mich., to apply on his claim.
Moved and carried that the Examiners, with their
classes, meet the day previous to the assembling of the
Conference, at two o'clock, 1'. 111.
On motion, a rising vote of thanks was tendered to
the friends for so kindly entertaininz the Conference.
By request of the Conference the President appointed
a committee to visit Spring Arbor Seminary, consisting
of A. Bradfield, E. Mathews, W. II. James.
At the close of the Sunday morning service, James
Scott" Benjamin Burlington, N. R. Woods, George
Winilust" A. F. Godwin, and Jasper Hayden were
ordained Deacons.
The religious exercises were marked with fervor, and
on the whole, this session was one of the best ever held.
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Resolved-That we request the General Conference to organize
a new conference out of the territory embraced in the state of
Ohio.
Wlterel.ls, The Jackson church edifice is encumbered to the
amount of $350, and
Whereas, Numerical ly and financial1y the society is weak and
and therefore unable to pay the debt, and
Wherefl8, The society are not to blame for tbe indebtedness, as
it was all provided tor; but some who bad pledged left the
church, and refused to pay the amount subscrib-d ; and
Whereas, It is thought best not to have a law-suit to make
them pay. therefore.
BesfJlz1ed. That this Annual Conference request the several
preachers to collect ten ceuts per member on their respective
circuits to help the Jackson society payoff the debt.
REPORTS OF' OOMMITTEES.
I.-ON TEMPEUANCE.
Whereas, Christianity is the mighty power before which
intemperance wIth all its cognate evils, such as gluttony and
every form of self.indulgence is to fall,
Resolved-1st, That we recommend all our brethren in the
ministry, either to preach or lecture on the subject of temper­
ance during this coming Coufr-reuce year,
ResollJed-2d, 'I'hat we extend to the Gospel temperance work
and workers, our most hearty co operation and support.
Resol1)ed-3d, That the growing of hoof', barley and tobacco
for intemperate purposes, is contrary to the word of God, and
our Dlscipline.
Re�olved-4th, That we heartily endorse a11 restrictive Ilquor
laws, and that we give our influence and co-operation to all
political effort for the suppression of the liquor traffic.
H.-ON FUNDS FOU PUBLISlHNG MINUTES.
J. Lawrence, P. Vincent ...........•... , $16 SO
IlL-ON MISSIONS.
Amount received ..•.................................•• $26 8S
Appropriated as follows:
G. H, 'I'hompson $ 16 88
J. Lawrence .....•.................................. 10 \.10
IV.-ON SECUET SOCIETIES.
Re8olved-l!lt, That we ar» as much as ever opposed to secret
and oath bound societies, and will, by the grace of God, continue
our efforts against them.
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Resolved-2d, That we recogn+se in The Ultrilltinn Cynosure,
The Free .}fet/tulliA, and Tne 1fJILI'ne.�t (//tl'isti1tn, able and ft'arless
exponents of our prlnclples, and promise them'our support and
prayers.
V.-ON EDl:'CATION.
We, as a people, recognize the importance of thorough
mental training, combined with moral aud religious instruction.
W� believe that the highest degree of mental culture is consls­
tent witn true religion.
Parents should take a deep interest in both the mental and
moral culture of their childr-n. 'J hey cannot afford to let them
grow up in ignorance and vice. '1 he future prosnerity of the
church and nation depends upon the proper training of the
rising generation.
'file evident need of institutions of learning where a whole­
some moral influence could be thrown around the students, led
to the establishment of thA Sprlng' A rbor and Chili Seminaries.
As regards our literary ad vautnges.we claim no superiority over
many other schools of our land; but our facilities for controling
the moral influences that surround our students, are superior to
any other schools of the kind.
Our school at Spring Arbor is at present in a prosperous
condition, with an encouraglng Dumber of students. The fol­
lowing report of E. P. Hart, Treasurer, will explain the flnan­
elal condirlon of the school:
Indebtedness, about $14110; with sufficient on subacription to
meet the indebtedness, and some $1200 subscribed towards a
new building.
VJ.-ON PUBMCATIONS.
While we would not speak disparagingly of other papers and
magazines in this country. inasmuch as we know that the Free.
Metlwd£st, and Ellrnest Ckristian,teem with such matter as tends
to feed the intellect, enllghn-n i h e conscience, and exert a purl­
fying influence upon the ln-art ; and as th-y have proved to be
powerful agents, in the hands of God. in spreading Scriptural
holiness over this land, we especially connu-nd these pu blica.
tions to the people of God ; and pledge ourselves to aid the
editors in circulating them and to do all we can to collect what
mav be due from subscribers on our fields of labor.
We also highly commend The Pearl and TIle Lily, believing
them to be superior to any other Sabbath-school papers published
in America.
Among the books that we would commend to our people, ia
Brother Roberts' new work. entitled: " Eishers of Men." Es­
pedally should our preachers read the work; and Wfl would
hereby request that. it be placed in the Course of Study by the
ensuing (:;elwral Conference,
'Ve would also commend to our people and to the people of
God throughout the land, The Christian ()1Ino8ure, and other
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anti-Masonic Iite-rarure, published at Chicago, Ill, by Ezra A.
Cook & C· •. ; believing that they are doing much to prepare the
hearts of tilt, peop.e to receive the gospe1.
VII.-TREASURER'S REPORT.
For Missions :
General collection $1 1�
Brown ClaI18.................................... 1 57
Ridg-eville Circuit '" ......•... , . . .. . . .. .. 1 50
Annie Abranls................................. 25
Helen Abrams ..• o' • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 00
Sister Aldrich o. ••.•••. 40
Brother ann Slater Thompson " ...•. 1 00
D. W. Abrallls and wife '" 1 00-$7 87
Superintendents' Collection:
Annie Abrams 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 25
Laurence Class " " . . .. 1 83
Brown Class .............•................ " ... 1 05-$3 13
Superannuated Collection:
Spring Arbor District $23 81
Three Rivers " ............• " . . .. . . . . .. 5 il5
Toledo . . . . . • • •. . . . . . . •• . . . . . . .. ra 21
Cleveland " , 3 35
So E. Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . 6 75
Evensville .. .• 2 40
Cincinnati " , . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1 00
N.Ind ..•....... 2 60
Ypsilanti Circuit....... a]5
Laurence Class " ., " . .. � 50
Cleveland Circuit .. , , " .............•. , . .. 7 80
Paw Paw Class. . . .. . . . . .. 1 55-$7'3 47
For delecates to General Conference :
Laurence Collection ..............•....•..........•.... $ 3 04
Paid and acknowledged by receipt to A. Omens .... 73 47
Balance on hand .. "............................. 13 54
'I'otal received .......•.........•............--- 87 01
D. \V. ABHAl\[S, Treasurer.
VIII.-ON RECEIVING MONEY FOR GENERAL CONF. DEIJEGATES.
A. Omens " ..........................••. $6M 13
IX.-ON CLAIMS.
Committee Report.................................. . $77 49









CRYSTAL LAKE, IJ..jLINOIS, OOTOBER 2-3, 18'18.
OFFICERS.
President-ll. T. ROBERT�.
Secretary-.T. G. Te rr ill, Assistant-s-W. W. Kelley .
.J:lissionar.'l r,'easure1'-K A. Kimball.
Trustees of the Benevolent Associatioll-1.1. V. Clute,
E. A. Kimhall, J. G. Terrill, O. P. Rogers, W. F. Man­
ley, J. P. Carron.
1Jfemb2rs 0/ Executive Oommittee-W. F. Manley,
O. P. H.ogcrs.
Examiners in Conrse of Study for 1878.
Prolimiuury Course-E. C. Bl'l-lt, J. Bliss.
First Ye:u -A. F. Ferris, T. B. Arnold.
Second Year-D. P. Baker, C. W. Frink.
Third Year-Me V. Clute, W. F. M:lnJey.
Fourth Year-J. G. Terrill, W. W. Kelley.
COMMITTEES.
On Pnhlic Worship-The President, M. V. Clute,G; W.
Dike.
On Missions-The Stationing Committee.
On Claims-The Stationing Committee.
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On Sunday Schools-To u Arnold, E. C. Best, O. P.
Rogers,
On Edneat ion-'V. F. Manley, D. P. Baker, E. A. Kim­
hall, G. W. Dike.
On Temperance-U. B. Ebey, O. G. Pinney, A. F. Fcr­
ris
On Secret Societies-D. P. Baker, C. S. Spalding, Jobn
Colliers, 1\1. C. Collins.
On Publishing the Millnte�-The Secretary.
On Ihising Funds for Publishing Minutes-C. B.
Ebey,
On Railroad rates to the next Conference-J. G. Terrill.
To nominate Examiners for next year-O. P. Crawford,
W. F. Manley, O. P. Rog-ers.
On Publications-c-W, F. Manley, J. Buss, O. P. Craw­
ford, W. Marshall, J. S. York.
DISCIPLINARY QUESTIONS.
1. What are the names of preachers and delegates
































G. W. Dike, E. A. Kimhall,
O. G. Pinney, John Collier,
David Moore, J. J. Schuyler,
J. C. Lawton, J. Simmons.
James Riley, E. T. Gates,
2. Who are the Stationinz Commi tee?
E. P. HUI·t, .M. V. Clute, ·D. P. Bakel', J. Buss, O. P.






3. What preachers are admitted on trial?
H. S Abbott, Thomas Westerdale, E. A. Kimball, J.
Sprngue, J. D. nbrsh.
4. Who remain of trial?
F. W. Kent, F. H. Haley, E. C. Best, Orville Frink,
F. A. Miller.
5. \Vho are admitted into fnll connection?
J. G. Templeton.
6. Who are the Deacons?
N. E. Parks, U. P. Miller, Ira F. Ward, J. Kelso, C.
S. Spaulding', W. E. Coquilleu.e, J. S. Templeton, U. B.
Ebey, Orville Frillk.
7. Who have been elected and ordained Elders this
year?
John 'Vilson, A. F. Ferris, Shepherd Adams,
8. Who are the superannuated or worn-out preachers?
Judall Mead, A. H, Greene, W. E. Coquillette, T. B.
Arnold.
9. Are a1l the preachers blameless in life etc. ?
Their names were called and their characters passed.
10. When and where shall our next Conference be
held?
Chicago, the time to be fixed by the General Superin­
tendents.
APPOINTMENTS.
FOX lUVER DTSTRICT-W. F. MANLEY, Chairman.
Chicago ...•...•..............................•... C. B. Ebf'y
Chicago Mission T. Wesrerdale
Au,'ora J. O. 'l'errf ll
St ou 1 El' d S th EJ
. j M. V. Clute, E. A.KimbalJ,
. ar es, gm an ou � gll1 ( and J. D. Marsh.
Lodi and Sycamore C. P. Miller and J). P. RAker
Crystal Lak- '" C. W. Frink
Algonquin and Cary Fred Ha ley
Marengo C. S. �plllding
Belvidere , " , 0. Frink
ROCK RIVER DlSTHlCT-W. F. MANLEY, Chairman.
Winnebag-o J. Buss
Frf>t'port ann Lena. ..•........ " A. F, Ff>rris
Ashton and Granddetour .......................•••.F.W. Kent
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GALVA DlSTRI01'-W. W. KELLY, Chairman.
Galva and Kewanee 0· •• 0 ••• 0 •••••• 0000 •••••• James Sprazue
Sheffield and Atkinsoll 0 •••••••••• 0 •••••• 0 0 •••••••E. C. B�st
New Bedford and Eight Mile Grove, 0 0 •••••••••••• of. A. Miller
CFiNTRAL ILLI�OIS DIST.-W.W. KELLY, Chairman.
Waynesville and Big Grove 0 R S. Abhott
A�hens. 0 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• C. H. Rawson, supply
Whitehall and Jacksonville ..•............... J. G. Templeton
BELLEVILLm DISTIUCl'-W.W. KJ<:LLY, Chairman.
West Bell.,,·ille 0 0 ••••• 0 •••••••••••••W. A. HyJf>, supply
Alma and Dutch Hollow J. J. Hales
St. Louis, Morga.n Street ..••......•.........Shepherd Adams
St. Louis Mission.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .• .. ..••••... . •. 1\1. C. Collins
Calvary, Mt. Hope and Richwood W. B. Walls
N. E. Parks, missionary to T.,XflS.
Ira 14'. Ward, ""'sshington Territory.
C. A. Brandt, Oregon s «
John Wilson, Sweden.
J. K Whitney, supply in Nebraska..
O. P. Urawtord and David Fear to be appointed by the Super­
intendent.
Judah Mead, A. H. Green, W. E. Coquillette, and T. B. Arnold
superannuated and members of the Quarterly Conferenceswithin
which they reside.
MISOELLANEO US.
E. A. Kimball was appointed to receive moneys col­
lected for General Conference Expenses.
The Conference by vote requsted the preachers to re­
tire during the passage (If characters.
It was ordered that the preachers should complete
the prescribed course of study, before being elected to
Elders Orders.
The chairman of the district, including the colored
work, was instructed to assist the colored preachers in
their studies.
The Conference ordered to have two Traveling Chair­
men.
A collection of $2.<:2 was taken for Stationary.
W. F . .l\Ianlt'y was appointed to receive moneys col­
lected 101' the General Superintendents.
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A communication on Edncat ion from the Wisconsin
Confercuce, was presented, and referred, without read­
ing, to the Committee on Education.
\\T. VV. Kelley was elected h�' ballot, Chairman of the
Galva, Central Llliuois and Belleville Districts. 'V. F.
Mauley was elected bv ballot, Chairman of the Fox­
River and Hock-Ri ver Districts.
John Wilson, at his own request, was appointed Mis­
sionnry to Sweden, he to bear his own expenses, A cer­
tificate of his own appointment, under the seal of the
Conference was !!iven him.
M. V. Clute, D. ·P. llnker, W. Manley and W. W. Kel­
ley, were elected Ministerial Deleg-ates to the General
Conference, O. P. Rogers, E. A. Kimball, J. J. �chlly.
ler nud D» v irl Moor«,were ell·eted Lay Delegates to the
General Conference. J. Bll�S J. G. '!\'lTill, were elected
Reserve Dl'h·gates. J. G. Terrill decline to sene, and
C. W. Frink was elected ill his stead. C. W. Frink de­
clined, and O. P. Crawford was then elected in his stead,
O. G. Pinney and J. D . Marsh were elected Lay Re­
serves.
'V. W. Kelley resigned as regular delegate, and J. G.
Terrill was elected in his stead. David Moore also re­
signed, and H. M. H ugunin was elected ill his stead.
J. G. Terrill was appointed to preach the sermon
on missionary work called tor in the resolution (see p. 95.)
The committee to collect funds for publishing the
minutes reported $17.28. A collection of $4. 29 was
added to the above. Minutes to the amount of the col­
lection were ordered to be sent to the different preach­
ers.
Tho moneys received fill' the General Superintendents
was ordered to be paid the president ot the Conference,
amount $;)!3.97. A collection of $34.00, was taken on
the Sabbnt h, in the addition to t.he usove.
The preaches 111 charge (If circuits, deficient in their
collections for General Conference expellses, were
ordered to collect tile amount deficient with ten pel'
cent interest, from the adjournment of conference to
the date of payment, aud forward the same to E. A.
Kimball to Elgin, Ill.
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The committee to receive the monev for General Con­
ference expense�, was ordered to P:lY' the delegates for
this Conference, the amonnt necessal'y to take them to
Spring Arbor, Mich. and return.
W. _B", Manley was appointed a committee to look
after certain lots in Amboy, Ill., the property of the
Free Methodist Church.
'I'he last quarter was fixed as the time for taking the
collection fur the General Superintendents.
The usual vote of thanks to the citizens for entertain­
ing the Conference, and to the President, for the pleas­
ant manner in which he 11:1(1 presided was passed.
'I'he School Committee was instructed to confer with
the Iowa and Minnesota Conference, with regard to a
Union School.
W. B. Walls having lost his ordination papers, and ha.ving
given satisfactory evidence of his having been ordained Elder,
his ordination was recognized, and the President was requested
to give him a certificate of the same.
The cornmitees to receive moneys for General Expenses, re­
ported $lL2.70 received. The Ccnferece borrowed $33 of C. P.
Miller, to meet the deficiency in the assesment by the General
Superintendents.
T. B, Arnold, E. A. Kimball and C. B. Ebey, were appointed
the Committee on Conference School. called for in the Report
on Education.
The Conference ordered that the prechers to be examined in
the Course of Study, should meet at the seat of the next confer­
ence, at 2 o'clock, Tuesday preceding the Session.
RFJ80L UTIONS.
The following resolutions were adopted':
WlterM.�. Shepherd Adams was a member of the Kansas and
Mis!'!oul'i Conference, in D ...aeons ord ... rs : and
WIi"1'P,f1S. His 118m ... should have bee-n placed upon our Confer­
ence Roll, in accordance with the action of the last Gem-ra l Con­
feerence, as�igning' the Bell ...ville District of that Conference to
our own, but hy m isu nd ... rstandinz was not. Therefore,
Resolved, That his name be now enrolled as a member in full
connection.
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WltereflB, We recognize thtl importance of the Ladies Home
l\li�:iion try :::hciety of the II Imols Conference, and realialnz the
importance of the work, as connected with our church in Chica­
Ir0: and believing its exist-nee to he nN'et-t:alY to the SUCCt:ES­
ful promotion of our work there. Therefore.
Resoloed, That we- as a Conference, endorse the work of said
society, and recommend to our membership, that th-y asslst the
misslouary of the Society, Slater H. A. Bradley, in the work as
God has /:riven them ability. And that a copy of this resolution
be published in Tke Free Methodist.
Wltere08, Iu the past there has been, with scarcely an excep­
tion, a Iailure to raise the amount of missionary money, ne ces­
sary to the succesful prosecution of our work, and fee ling that
there if! room for, and should be an improvement in this cireo­
tion. Therefore,
Resolved, 'l here be appointed by this Conference, a member
thereof, to preach at the ne-xt annual session, a nns-ionary ser­
mon, to be followt'd by a ruissionary coller-tion ; and that each
preacher in charze be r-qu-st-d to preach a misstor.ary sermon,
in eonneetlon with his taking the col h-ct ion ou his charge. Also,




We were appointed hy the Wisconsin Annual Confer­
ence to confer with you in regard to the supject presented in the
report of our committee on education. As it is quite uncertain
whether we shall be able to attend your Con f'erence, we take the
liberty of addressing you by letter on the subject. We have
felt for a long time, the iruportance of establishing a school in
northern or north-western Il linois or southern Wisconsin. As
we understand the subject was under consideration at the time
of the �t.Charles caurp-meetlng last June, we wish to express
011f desire to cast in our mite to h- lp carry forward the work.
We do not present this as a suggestion for others to commence
the work, but simply to say that when Providence indicates that
the time has come to commence the work, we shall be glad to
help what we can.
We send herewith the report of OUf committee on education,
whch was adopted \5y our Conference.*
L. WHTTNEY, �. Committee,J, W. CAIN, f
Platteville, Wis. Sept. 28, 1878.
* For some reason, these papers were not read to our Confer­
ence, and the report alluded to did not come to the Secretary's
desk.-SEC.
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From Chicago, by C. B. Ebpy $29 50
" Aurora by J. G. Terrill.................. 9 77
St Char It's. by W. W Kelly 18 00
., Olintouvll le, by A. F. Ferris lt4 11
Marengo, by O. P. Crawford , :;0 'i5
tC Belvidere, by A. T. Rile.v............... 6 00
<I Crystal Lake, by C. W. Frink .••...•.... 21 (10
Alma, by J. J. HaleR.................... 'i 15
Lodl, by W. F . .Manley 10 00
'V. Belleville. by D, Fear..........•.... Iii oo
" Galva, by E. C. Best , � 17
Fox River District Conference .. 0 00000... 6 U2
Wiunebago, lly Co P. Miller .. 0 0 •••• 000.. 1 00-$16319
Disbursements :
To Jacksonville and Whitehall 0 ••• $48 85
(C St. Louis Mission 0 ••••••• 0. o. .. 43 1;1
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" Lena .. 0 ••••• o 00 •• 00 •••••••••••••• 15 t-8
.. Green Bay Mission. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. J 4 23
" Postage and Exchange.................... 1 50-$16312
E. A. KIMBALL, Treasurer.
lr.-ON PUBLICATIONS.
We realize as fully as ever the power of the press for good or
evil; and believe it our duty to use this means, as well as all
others in spreading Scriptural holiness through the land. We
deeply deplore the fact that the country is so flooded with per.
nictous literature of every kind, aud will set our faces as flint
a.gainst its introduction into our families.
We are thakful to God for Th» Free Metl�odi8t, and TM
Earnest (Ihristiam ; and believe they are doing a grt..at and good
work. \'Ve heartily recommend them both to our people. We
welcome the Pearl and LillI among us, and recommend that all
our Sabbath-schools be supplied with them.
We also welcome the new publication," Fishers of Men." by
B. T. Roberts.
Ilr.-ON TEMPERANCE.
God says, be temperate in all things. We have but to scan
the pagtj of history to be enabled to form an opinion as to the
evil of intemperance- We heartily endorse the work as con­
ducted by the Women's Temperance Union. With joy we hail
the incoming day of victory over this common foe. We believe
that day will only be seen when the temperance organizations
of the land meet upon the grand basis of faith in God. Human
appliances are a failure-in delivering men from the habit of
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strong drink. We can but express our disapprobation of some
things connect ..d with the popu lar temperance movement, such
as smoktng rooms where tobacco is sold, rooms supplied with
billiard tables, back-gammon, chess, etc.
'Va woald recommend organized effort on our various charges,
and co-operation with Gospel temperance work, when free from
the within named evils, and would embody in our report the
following- resolutions :
Resolved-That we commend the action of the friends of tem­
perance, in the state of Maine, in moving for a law prohibiting
the manufacture of intoxicating liquor, and that we favor 8. like
movement in our own state,
Resolved -That we express our unqualified disapproval of the
license system, as beiug wrong in principle; and hence under
no clreumstances to be encouraged.
Resolved-That. while we have no confidence in Iealslattve
re.stri,ction alone, for the suppression of the liquor traffic, it is a
potent means of advancing the good work; and it is the duty of
every Christian to use his vote whenever practicable, in the
election of temperance men to office.
Resolved-1'I1at we will, so faf as in us lies, banish fermented
wine from our communion table.
Resolved--'l'h.at we discountenance the use as a beverage, of
domestic wines, home brewed beer, fermented cider, etc., as
preparing the way for grosser forms of intemperance.
IV.-ON EDUCATION.
We are not of those who believe that" ignorance is the mother
of devotion;" but as a people we bflieve that a high degree of
mental culture is not only consistent with pure religion, but is
highly conducive to the future prosperity of the church, and the
salvation of SOUl!', if sanctified to God; and that the usefu lness
and prosperity of our children depend largt'ly upon the mental
discipline which they receive in youth. But whi le this is true,
intellectual culture and refinement can neither build up the
church spiritual ly, or save souls. Our clrildr-n must be eaved
of God as well as educated, if they would be a bleseing to them­
selves, to UR, and to the world. We believe that the children
of many Christian parents are led into infidelity and many
ruinous theories, by being sent to schools or collegeswhere pure
and undefiled ff'ligion is excluded,
We believe with our brethren of the Wisconsin Conferenee,
who have officially conferred with us on the subject, that. there
should be a school or seminary established in northern Illinois
as soon as circumstances will permit, where our children may
receive a thorough education. combined with a good religious
training, by holy men of God.
We recommend that this Conference eleet a committee of
three persons, to receive donations and pledges for the establish­
ment of such a school ; and request the VV isconsin, Iowa, and
the Minnesota and Northern Iowa Conferances to elect a like
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oommittee at their next annual session, to work in conjunction
with us in this matter.
In the meantime we strongly recommend that our people send
their children to salvation schools, as far as possible, We know
of no better places than North Chili, N. Y., and Spring Arbor,
Mich.; and bespeak for them the hearty support of our people.
V.-ON SECRET SOCIETIES.
'I'he position of the Free Methodist Church on the subject of
secret societies is believed to be Scriptural.
From the experiences of the past year we are persuaded that
our efforts against all such orders should not be lessened, but
rather increased. Especially do we feel the importance of
action, in view of the fact that one of our Conference preachers
has recently been murderously assaulted, as is believed, by a
member of a secret society, because of the uncompromising
position of the minister.
Surely it is a time when all lovers of Iight should hold their
lamps higher, when each advocate of truth should cry aloud and
spare not.
It is believed that substantial progress is being made in
exposing the false claims and sacrilegious charact er of Free
Masonry, under the efforts of Mr. Ronayne and other faithful
laborers.
It is a gratifying fact that the publications devoted especially
to this department of Christian reform, are meeting with that
measure of patronage which they so richly merit.
For the promotion of the Gospel of Christ, as against all com­
binations and associations of darkness, we bespeak the faithful
labors and earnest prayers of all Oh ristians.
Vr.-ON SABBATH-SCHOOLS.
Notwithstanding much has been said and written upon this
subject, yet there is need of greater effort in this direction. We
lament, that many of our children are obliged, if they attend
Sabbath-school at all, to attend those of the popular churches,
where they are taught by precept and example, that pic-nics,
Christmas trees, etc., are harmless-an influence that we are
obliged to counteract, as far as possible, in our family training
and public religious services. While we would recommend tbat
such schools be patronized, when no others are within reach.we
would advise that wherever practicable, Sabbath-schools be
organized under Free Methodist auspices, even if such schools
are small in numbers.
We recommend that, as a people, we henceforth flllgage with
greater earnestness in this important work.than in the past; and
that every open door, however small, be entered, and tIle work
pushed with all possible vigor.
Since God in his word has given to us a revelation of our
depraved state, and utter helpleseness r also of his will concern.
ing the lost and. ruined race; and since our eternal interests
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depend upon a knowledge thereof, and impressions made in
youth are more lasting than those made in more mature years,
we propose the following resolutions:
Resolved-1st, That our ministers should feel the interests of
the Sabbath-eehool just as much as any other interests of the
circuit.
ReBolved-2d, That in order to have a successful Sabbath­
school, first, the superintendent and teachers must be filled with
the Spirit; secondly, to interest the small scholars, teachers and
superintendent must study to please them, by relating Bible
incidents, always trying to impress on their young minds the
goodness of our loving Saviour; thirdly, we do not believe that
the lesson papers will create the interest with small children
that committing to memory a few verses of Scripture, and recit­
ing them to their teacher and having them explained, will;
fourthly, parents should feel the great importance of early
training their children up in the fear of the Lord.
Resolved-3d, That we recommend a cireulation of the Sab­
bath-school papers published by Brothers Baker and Arnold,
on account of their excellency, and because they are free from
eertain features of most Sunday-school publications, that are







SPRING ARBOR, JACKSON CO., MICH.,
CommenC£ng Wednesday, Oct. 9th; closing Saturday, Oct.
19th, 1878.
OFFICERS.
Presidents-B. T. ROBRRTS, E. P. HART.
Secretary-W. GOULD.




Min£sters-B. T. Roberts, L Wood, H. Hornsby, G. W.
Coleman, W. Manning.
Laymen-D. Tefft, A. K. Bacon, L. P. Rose.
ll.-ILLINOIS CONFERENCE.
Organised in 1860.
Ministers-D. P. Baker, M. V. Clute, W. T. Manley, J.
G. Terrill.
Laymen-.J. J. Schuyler, O. P. Rogers, E. A. Kimball.
ilL-SUSQUEHANNA CONFERENCE.
Organized in 1865 .
..Llfinisters-E. Owen, A. F. purry, J. B. Freeland, M.
N. Downing.





lJ,[inisters--E. P. Hart, 1. W. Bell, J. A. WilsoD, B. R.
Jones, C. F. Irish.
La.ymen-E. C. Shipley, J. Cairo.
V.--KANSAS AND MISSOURI CONFERENCE.
Organized in 1870.
:Mi,nisters�W. N. Hamby, E. E. Miller, W. M. Adams.
Laymen-J. S. Bliss, J. Gibson.
Vr.-MINNESOTA. AND NORTHERN IOWA CONFERENCE.
Organized in 1872.
Ministers-«W. R. Cusick, G. C. Coffee.
Lay;nen-J. W. Landon, C. W. Tenney.
VII.-NEw YORK CONFERENCE.
Organized in 1872.
Nirlisters-W. Gould, T. S. LaDue, J. Travis.
Laymen-L. Woodruff, J. Dickson, J. Gray.
VIII.-IoWA CONFERENCE.
Organized in 1875.
J[inisters--J. W. Dake, C. E. Harroun! Sen.
0aymen--L. Mendenhall, E. E. Hall.
IX.--WISCONSIN CONFERENCE.
Organized in 1875.
j}finister-D. M. Sinclair. Layman-H. P. Marks.
X.--NORTH MICHIGAN CONFERENCE.
Organized in 1876.
Ministe1's-J. Ellison, C. S. Gitchell, A. V. Leonardson,
S. Roberts.
Laymen-W. H. Osmun, A. C. Marshall, W. R. Barrett,
COMMITTEES.
1. On Public Wo?'sh(p-E. P. Hart, A. Bradfield, E. C.
Shipley.
2. On Revi8alof the Discipline-B. T. Roberts, E. P.
Hart, H. Hornsby, W. T ..Manley, O. P. Rogers, J. B.
Freeland, L. Atwood, J. A. Wilson, E. C. Shipley, W. N.
Hamby, J. Gibson, G. C. Coffee, J. W. Landon, W. Gould,
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L. Woodruff, J. W. Dake, L. Mendent.all, D. M. Sinclair,
H. P. Marks, J. Ellison, W. H. Osmun.
3. On General Superintendency --G. W. Coleman, D.
Tefft, M. V. Clute, E. A. Kimball, A. F. Curry, F. J.
Oolliqs, I. W. Bell, J. Cain, W. M. Adams, J. S. Bliss,
W. R. Cusick, C. W. Tenney, T. S. LaDue, J. Dickson, C.
E. Harroun, Sen., L. Mendenhall, D. M. Sinclair.
4. On Annual Conference Recorcls.-H. Hornsby, A. K.
Bacon, J. G. Terrill, J. J. Schuyler, E. Owen, S. Beckwith,
B. R. Jones, E. C. Shipley, W. M. Adams, J. Gibson, G.
C. Coffee, C. W. Tenney, J. Travis, J. Gray, J. W. Dake,
L. Mendenhall, D. M. Sinclair, H. P. Marks, O. S. Gitchell,
A. C. Marshall.
5. On Publications.-L. Wood, L. P. Ross, M. V. Clute,
E. A. Kimball, M. N. Downing, F. A. Town, C. F. Irish, J.
Cain, E. E Miller, J. S. Bliss, W. R. Cusick, J. W. Lan­
don, J. Travis, J. Dickson, C. E. Harroun. Sen., E. E. Hall,
D. M. Sinclair, H. P. Marks, C. S. Gitchell, W. H. Osmun.
6. On Educatwn.--W. Manning, D. P. Baker, O. P.
Rogers, E. Uwen, L. Atwood, B. R. Jones, J. Cain, W.
N. Hamby, J. Gibson, W. R. Cusick, J. W. Landon, T. S.
LaDue, L. Woodruff, J. W. Dake, L. Mendenhall, D. M.
Sinclair, H. P. Marks, C. S. Gitchell, W H. Osmun.
7. On Conference Boundaries.--W. Manning, D. P. Ba·
ker, J. J. Schuyler, A. F. Curry, S. Beckwith, J. A. Wil­
son, E. Shipley, E. E. Miller, J. S. Bliss, G. C. Coffee, C.
W. Tenney, J. Travis, J. Gray, C. E. Harroun, Sen., L.
Mendenhall, D. M. Sinclair, H. P. Marks; A. V. Leonard­
son, W. R. Barrett.
8. On Reforms.-T...J. Wood, D. Tefft, D. P. Baker, J. J.
Schuyler, J. B. Freeland, F. A. Town, I. W. Bell, E. C.
Shipley, W. N. Hamby, J. Gibson, W. R. Cusick, C. W.
Tenney, T· S. LaDue, L. Woodruff, C. E. Harroun, Sen.,
E. E. Hall, D. M. Sinclair, H. P. Marks, S. Roberts, A. C.
Marshall.
9. On Sunday Schools.-G. W. Coleman, L. P. Rose,
J. G. Terrill, O. P. Rogers, M. N. Downing. F. J. Collins,
C. F. Irish, J.Cain, E. E. Miller, J. S. Bliss, W. R. Cusick,
C. W. Tenney, J. W. Gould, J. Gray, C. E. Harroun, Sen.,
E. E. Hall, D. M. Sinclair, H. P. Marks, A. V. Leonardson.
10. On Missions.-W. Manning, A. K. Bacon, W. F.
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Manley, E. A. Kimball, A. F. Curry, L. Atwood, J. A.
Wilson, E. C. Shipley, E. E. Miller, J.Gibson, G. C. Coffee,
J. W. Landon, J. Travis, J. Dickson, J. W. Dake, 1::. E.
Hall, D. M. Sinclair, R. P. Marks, S. Roberts, W. R.
Barrett.
11. On Conference Finances.-J. B. Freeland, A. F.
Curry, L. Atwood, C. W. Tenney, C. E. Harroun. Sen.
12. On Revisal of the Course of Study.-H. Hornsby,
J. G. 1'erril1, E. Owen, T. S. LaDue, C. S. Gitchell.
13. On Publishing Law Decisions and Rules.-H. Horns­
by, C. W. Tenney, J. Travis.
14. On Publishing the Minutes and Discipline.-B. T.
Roberts, W. Gould, B. R. Jones, J. G. Terrill,
15. On collecting funds for Publishing the Minutes.-
S. Beckwith, F. J. Collins, J. Dickson.
STANDING OOMMITTEES AND BOARDS.
1. Executive Committee.
Genesee Conference-G. W. Coleman, A. K. Bacon.
Illinois " -M. V. Clute, O. P. Rogers.
Susqaehanna " -E. Owen, L. Atwood.
Michigan " -I. W. Bell, E. C. Shipley.
Kansaa and MissouriConference-W. M. Adams, J.Gib!!on
Minn. -& Northern Iowa " -G. C. Coffee, J W. Landon
New York Conference-J. Travis, L. Woodruff.
Iowa "-C. E. Harroun, Sen., E. E. Hall.
Wisconsin -D. M. Slnclalr, M. P. Marks.
North Michigan" --C S. Gitchell. W. H. Osman.
2. On compiling a new Hymn Book.
B. T. Roberts, H. Hornsby, J. G. Terrill, O. P. Rog-ers. M. V.
Clute, E. Owen, M. N. Downing. J. B. Freeland, W. Gould,
J_ Travis, C. B. Harroun, Sen., L. Mendenhall, D. M. Sinclair,
C. S. Gitchell, A. C. Marshall.
3. On Publishing a new Hymn Book.
E. P. Hart, E. A.. Kimball, A. F. Curry, M. N. Downing,
J. Gray.
4. Board of Trustees of the Free Methodist Church.
J. 'I'ravie..J. G. Terrill, D. W. Abrams, elected in 1874; B. T
Roberts, E. P. Hart, O. P. Rogers. elected in 1878.
5. Missionary Board.
B. T. Roberts, E. P. Hart, H. Hornsby. A. F. Curry. W. H.
Osmun. O. P. Rogers, E. A. Kimba.ll.
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DELEGATIONS.
I. To Convention of the National Association of
Christian. opposed to secret societies, to be held at
Worcester,Mass., November, 1878: J. rrravis,W.Gould.
II. Fraternal delegates to the General Conference of
the American Wesleyan Church, to be held at Pitts­
ford, Mich, October 17th, 1879: L. Wood, D. W.
Abrams.
RULES AND ORDER OF BUSINESS.
1. Conference shall meet at nine o'clock, A. M., and ad­
journ at twelve, M., each morning.
II. In conducting the business, the following order shall
be observed:
1. Devotional exercises.
2. Calling of the Roll.
3. Reading, correction, and approval of Minutes.
4. Calls for proposed amendments of Discipline, petitions
memorials and resoiutious.
5. Presentation of reports from the standing committees.
6. Presentation of reports from other committees.
7. Miscellaneous business.
III. All proposed amendments of Discipline shall be pre­
sented inwriting on paper not less than commercial note size.
IV. All proposed amendments of Discipline, petitions,
memorials, and resolutions, shall be referred to the appropri­
ate committees without debate; but the Committee on Be­
vision may originate propositons to amend the Discipline,
without presenting them first to the Conference.
V. All committees shall report, upon all matters referred
to them.
If a majority of two thirds of the Committee on Revision
of the Discipline, vote adversely on any proposition to amend
the Discipline referred to it, they shall report the fact only;
and their report shall be a final disposition of the matter for
the present session.
VI. A majority of any committee shall be a quorum for
the transaction of its business.
VII. All proposed changes of Discipline when presented
by the Committee on Revision of the Discipline shall be first
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voted on to get the mind of the Conference, and if approved,
laid over for a final vote at a future sitting.
SPECIAL RULE8.
During the eleventh sitting it was
Resolved, That no new proposals to amend the Discipline shall
be acted on after this days sittings, without a two thirds vote of
the Conference.
During the thirteenth sitting, it was
Resolved, That no member of this Conference be allowed to
speak more than five minutes at one time: 110r more than twice
on the same motion, without. the consent of the conference
ABSTRACT OF 13USINESS PROCEEDINGS.
1. 'I'he Conference began its sittings on Wednesday,
October 9th, 1878, at 2 P. M, and closed OIl Saturday, Octo­
per 19th, 1878, at 9 30 P.M.
2. The two General Superintendents presided alternately
over the sittings of the Oonference.
3. It was ordered that committees Nos. 1 to 10,be com­
posed of one ministerial and one lay delegate from each an­
nual conference.
The delegations from the said conferences were allowed
on motion to nominate the mem bers of tbe several commit­
tees to be chosen from their respective conferences as ordered
above, and also to nominate the members of the executive
committee.
The persons thus nominated were elected in every case.
4. More tban 150. propositions to change the discipline
were read in conference and referred to the Committee on
Revision.
5. The Committee on the General Superintendency were
instructed, "That in reviewing the decisions and official acts
of the General Superintendents, they must be guided by the
annual conference records in all cases that came before an
annual conference; and that in all other cases they might
act upon sucb credible testimony as they migbt deem admis­
sible."
6, $ 15.50 were collected and placed in the hands of the
committee on publishing minutes.
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7. H. Hornsby, was on motion req ested to prepare and
publish an article, on the proper method of keeping Confer­
ence Records.
8. The minutes of the Susquehanna Annual Conference
Session for 1878, not being recorded in the journal; it was
resolved that the said minutes shall be examined at the next
General Conference.
9. It was ordered that the names of the annual conferences
shall appear in the new Discipline in the order of the time
of their organization.
The vote on substituting the word" enabling" for" pre­
venting" in article of Faith No. viii, page 21, 8th, line from
top, was 48 for, none against.
On adding the following clause to the General Rules on
page 12, under the rule against " Doing what we know is not
for the Glory of God." belonging to secret societies.
The vote stood thus: 39 for, 7 against.
On striking out the word 'i from" on page 28, in the 7th,
line from the top, and the words" once a week" on the 29th,
page 12th, line from top, the vote stood; 47 for, none against.
SEAT OF THE NEXT GENERAL CONFERENCE.-It was moved
and carried, that the next General Conference of the Free
Methodist Church be held at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, if in the
judgment of the General Superintendents and the Executive
Committee it be thought at the time to be for the best inter­
ests of the work; if not, they shall appoint the place.
ELECTION 01<' GENERAL SUPERIN'l'ENDENTs.-'1_1heCommit­
tee on General Superintendency having reported in favor of
electing two General Superintendents and the report being
adopted, the election of Superintendents was made the
special order of business for Friday, Oct. 18th, at 10 o'clock:
At that hour it was moved and carried to elect by ballot;
and also to vote for two persons on each ballot.
One balloting was had with the following result: Whole
number of ballots cast 53, of which 52 contained two names,
and one only one name. Necessary to a choice, 27.
For B. T. Roberts, 49; for E. P. Hart, 48; Levi Wood,
2; D. P. Baker, 1 ; J. G. Terrill, 1; J. W. Sharpe, 1; o.
D. Brooks, 1; J. Travis, 1; M. N. 'Downing, l.
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B. T. Roberts and E. P. Hart were declared elected, and
L.M. doxology was sung.
A NEW HYMN BOOK.
During the seventh sitting, it was resolved on motion,
that a committee of fifteen be appointed to prepare a
Hymn Book, containing not less than six hundred
hymns, for the use of our people.
During the thirteeth sitting, it was resolved on mo­
tiou, as follows:
1. That tne committee compiling a Hymn B00k, shall not
adopt any Hymn, except by the approval of three-fourths of its
members.
2. That E. P. Hart, J. Travis M. N Downing, be a committee
to nominate the members of the committee on compilation.
S. 'l'hat if possible, at least two sizes of the Hymn Book be
published.
During the fourteenth sitting, it was resolved on
motion:
1. To appoint a committee to publish the new Hymn Book,
subject to the resolutions adopted by this conference.
2. That the members to nominate the compilation committee,
shall also nominate the members of the Publishing Committee.
3. That the Publishing Committee shall not place the Gene­
ral Conference, or the church, under any pecuniary obligation by
any contract that they may make.
During the fifteenth sitting, the committee to nomi­
.nate the Oompilation and Publishing Committees, re­
ported a list of names. Their report was adopted, and
the persons nominated were elected: for names, See
Nos. 2 and 3, of Standing Committees, etc.
The Publication Committee were instructed to have
the Hymn Book copyrighted in the name of the Free
Methodist Church.
ON LA W DEOISIONS.
The committee on publications Laviug presented a
resolution recommending the publtshing of an appendix
to the Discipline, containing the decisions of the Gene­
ral Superintendents on questions of law; and also of all
resolutions of general conferences having the force of
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law; and the same recommendation having been adopt­
ed, it was orderd,
1. That this, resolution shall be held to apply only to such
resolutions as have been passed by this body, explanatory of
the law and to such declsions of the General Superlntendents,
as have be-ell actually' passed, and approved by the General
Conferences ..
2. Resolved-That a committee of three be appointed, to pre­
pare such matter for publication, and report as early as pos­
sible during the present session. See Committees, No 13.
RESOLUTION.
The following resolutions were adopted by the Gen­
eral Conference.
I.-ON DELEGATES TO THE WESLEYAN GENERAlj CCNFER�NCE.
Resolved-That this General Conference appoint a minister
and a layman, to be fraternal delegates of this body, to bear its
Christian love and best wishes to our sister ch urch, the Wes­
Ieyan Methodist connection of America, as represented in their
General Conference, to convene at Pittsford, Mich., on the 17th
day of Oct., 1879. (See Delegation No.2.)
n.-ON DELEGATES TO ANTI-SECRET CONVENTION.
Resolved-That this Conference appoint two of its members,
as delegates to the Convention of the National Associrtion of
Christians, opposed to Secret Societies, to be held at Worcester,
Mass., Nov., 1878. (See Delegation No.1)
III. ON GENERAL SUPERINTENDENTS SALARIES.
Resolved-1st. That the salaries of the General Superinten­
dents, shalt be raised by Conference collections.
2d. That the Executive Committee are hereby instructed to
make the apportionment to the respective conferences, and ar­
ranged the time of taking the said collections in the several con­
ferences.
IV.-ON GENERAL SUPERINTENDENTS VISIT TO PACIFIC COAST.
Resolved-That it is the sense of this conference, that one of
our General Superintendents should visit the Pacific coast, and
look after our denominational work there.
V.-VOTE OF TrrANKs.
Resolved-1st, That we, the members of this General Coder­
ence, do hereby express our thanks to the people of Spring
Arbor, for their hospitality in entertaining the Conference, and
to the trustees of the M. E. Church, for the use of their house
of worship.
Resolved-2d, That we hereby express our thanks to the Gen­
eral Superintendents, and to the Secretaries, for the efficent and
faithful discharge of their dnties during thi« conference.
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SUNDA Y SOHOOL CONFERENOE.
The General Conference ordered at its sixth sitting,
that a Sunday-School Conference be held at 2.30 P. M.,
Wed., Oct. 16th, 1878. B. T. Roberts, presided.
The following topics were wggested by the Sunday­
School Committee, for tbe consideration of the confer­
ence:
1. How can we make our Sunday-schools more Meth­
odistic ? 2. How can we make our schools more attrac­
tive to the children? 3. What can be done to develop
greater efficiency in our Sunday-school teachers?




Under the direction of this committee, preaching services
were held every evening during the sittings of the Conference,
and every afternoon when the conference was not in session, in
the M. E. Church. Several preaching services were held in the
chapel of the Seminary. On Sunday, Oct. ldth, and tlunday,
Oct. 20th, love-feasts were held in the morning, and preaching
services at 10:30 A. M., 2:30 and 7 oclock, P. M. 'I'he sacrament of
the Lord's Supper was administered at the close of the after­
noon service on the last named Sabbath.
Previous to its administration, the General Superintendents
delivered addresses by invitation of the Conference, on the state
and prospect of the work.
For reports of Committees 2, '7, 10, 12 and 13, see the edit.ion
of the Discipline for 1878.
IlL-ON GENERAL SUPERINTENDENCY.
1. Your Committee respectfully recommend the election of
two General Superintendents.
2. We find that the administration of our General Superin­
tendents during the past four years, has been able, efficient, and
faithful.
3. We recommend that the conference extend to them an in­
vitation to address us upon such subjects as in their judgment
may be for our mutual benefit, and at such a time during the
sittings of conference as they may deem best.
4. Your committee also recommend, that the conference ex­
tend an invitation to the Superintendents, to so arrange, that
one of them may reside west of Lake Michigan, if at any fut ure
time, it will in their judgement, be consistent with the highest
interests and prosperity of our connection.
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IV.-ON CONFERENCE RECORDS.
This committee reported from time to time, giving the results
of their examination of the journals of the annual conferences.
DISAPPROVED OF AS CLERICAL ERRORS.
1. Omitting in the records the names of persons presenting
certificates of election as lay delegates.
2. Failing to record the studies in which candidates are re­
ported deficient, and in which they are required to be re-ex­
amined.
3. Recording the fact that charges have been preferred,without
mentioning what the charges were.
4. Recording the fact of a location,without showing the cause.
5. Omitting to record that the minutes of previous, or present
sittings, have been read and approved.
6. Failing to show that the roll was called at each sitting, or
that the conference ordered its omission.
7. Recording the opiuions of the President, given when no
case was before the conference.
8. Recording informal organizations of conferences.
9. Failing to show the relation in which a person admitted by
transfer, stood in the conference from which he was transferred.
10. Omitting mention of examination in the prescribed course
of study, of preachers received, and continued on trial, OJ:
received into full connection.
11. The insertion of explanatory notes and statements, that
are not a part of the record of conference b usiness.
12. Failing to expunge portions of the record, which a confer­
ence votes to expunge.
13. Recording uecisions of a President, regarding the eligibility
of a candidate for orders, without giving the reasons for such
decision.
14. Recording the manner of conference adjournments, to wit
"Conference adjourned with the doxology and benediction."
15. Omitting to give the conference roll in the record.
16. Failing to page the conference journals.
17. Not recording that lay delegates presented credentials.
1�. Omitting records of the time of convening.
19. Neg lecting to record the reports of committees.
20. Giving summaries of proceedings of conferences, in the
place of ful l records,
21. Failing to record the mode by which chairmen of districts,
presidents pro tem, and lay members of the stationing commit­
tees, wer .. elected.
22. Recording election to orders, without stating the eligibility
of the candidates.
23. Recording the admission of persons to seats in the confer­
ence, without showing how they were entitled to them.
24. Recording the election of members of the Executive Oom­
mittee, without giving reasons for said election.
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25. Recording actions of conferences not read in the minutes,
and approved.
26. Omitting to give the number or names of those who re­
spond on the calling of the roll.
27. Failing to state properly where the bar of conference is.
28. Omitting to state where recommendations of persons to be
received on trial, or admitted to local orders, come from.
29. Inserting printed matter by pasting or otherwise, cut from
papers� etc., Instead of writing the record.
30. Omitting to show who occupied the chair during sittings
of conference.
31.
. Failure to record all the minutes before sending the journal
to the General Conference.
32. All abbreviations, erasures, interlinings, bad spelling, and
ungrammatical sentences.
N. B.--Several journals of the annual conferences were re­
ported faulty in some of the above named respects; and the
General Conference by vote expressed its disapproval of each of
the omissions and failures, or practices referred to.
The following were reported. as
VIOLATIONS OF DISCIPLINE,
the report adopted, and the action of the respective conferences
named, was disapproved:
The Genesee (Ionferenee Journal.-l. In recording the election
of W. A. Sellew, to Deacons orders, pages, 29,8 and 231, do not
show that he was eligible.
2. "On page 228, the said journal shows, that W. A. Sellew
was received on trial, on recommendation from the Allegany
District.Quarterly Conference; and on page 231, it shows, that
the chairman of said district was voted gl1ilty of maladminis­
tration, in calling together some of the official members of said
district, who assumed to discharge the duties of a Quarterly
Conference, in ordering the recommendation referred to on page
228."
3. Page 283, of the same journal, shows that the conference
transcended its authority, in ordering the committee on claims,
to use discretionary power in distributing funds to the confer­
ence claimants.
4. New York Oonjerence.--On page 26 of its journal, records,
that, The conference voted not to sustain the decision of the
President, (B. T. Roberts.) in the case of S. Irwin, thereby de­
prlving him of his (S. Irwins) seat in the conference.
5. On page M, at a subsequent session, the same record shows
that the conference adjourned to meet at the close of the Sun­
day morning service; and also shows that the sitting was had.
6. Illinois Oonjerence.-On page 331 of its journal, shows, that
M. V. Clute, was made 'I'taveling Chairman of the Central Illi­
nois District, by a viva voce vote; and that without reconsidering
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a previous vote, by which that district was placed under a Local
Chairman.
7. On page 331, It appears that the minutes wer8 not read and
approved until after adjournment.
S. Kansas Conference. - The journal on page 875 shows, That
the conference transferred a minister to another conference
9. The minutes of the second sitting of the session of IS78,
show that an extra sitting was held without order of the Con­
ference.
10. jl/innesota Conference. The journal, on page 50 records
that the Conference ordered the Stationing Committee to appoint
one of the preachers Conference Evangelist.
11. Page 60 records that the Conference adjourned the first day
of its session. without electing the lay members of the Station­
ing Committee.
12. Page 83 shows that when the election of Chairmen had
been ordered, the Conference took a recess of ten minutes.
13. Michigan Oonference.-The record shows on page 158, that
a minister was elected to represent the Pittsburg district on the
Stattontug Committee, when no vacancy existed; as no chairman
was elected to the said District at the previous session.
14. Page 197 shows that the Conference ordered the collections
for the General Superintendents to be paid to the President of
the Conference, without re-considering a previous order to pay
them to the treasurer of the Executive Committee.
15. Iowa Conference.-On page 45, the journal shows that the
Conference ordered the appointment of a Conference Evang-elist.
16. On page a5, that the Conference transferred one of its
preachers to another conference.
17. On page 52, that a President pro tem was elected by accla­
mation.
18. Wisconsin Gonference.-Un page 35, its journal records that
the vote of the congregation, as well as that of the Conference,
was taken, upon a matter of conference business.
19. That E. Z. Thwing was appointed to the same circuit
for three years in succession.
20. 'I'hat D. M. Sinclair has been appointed to the same District
five years in, succession.
N. B.-'fhe last two items were embodied in a minority report
of the Comwittee on Conference Records.
21. Susqueluinua Conference.-The journal, on page 33, shows
that the Conference transferred one of its preachers to another
conference.
'I'he report of the Committee on Conference Records presenting
the above as viola.tions of Discipline, was sustained, and the
said actions of the several conferences referred to were censured
TIH� said Committee further reported that they unanimously
disapprove of the practice of leaving the appointment ofpreachers
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to the President / a practice that seems to be growing, as shown
by the records of the annual conferences.
This part of the Committee's report was, on motion, adopted.
The Committee also reported the following as violations of
Discipline:
Minnesota Conference journal shows on page 66, that the
Conference appointed a committee of one, to corr ...spond with an
absent member of the Conference; and ordered if he requested
a location, that his request be granted.
'I'hat on page 83, the record shows that a minister in his
absence was censured without Disciplinary process, for leaving
his work.
On motion, this part of the Committee's report was not sus­
tained ; and the action of the Minnesota Conference in these two
cases, was approved.
5.-0N PUBLICATIONS.
Part I.-On Publishing Law Deeisions. See report of business
under this heading. Adopted.
Part H.-Contained a proposition regarding a Hymn Book;
reporting unfavorably to the proposition to publish it. Not
adopted.
Part HI.-Commends the Earnest Ohri8tian, Free MetllOdist.
Pearl, and Lily.
Reports unfavorably to the idea of General Conference
assuming the proprietorship of the Free Methodist / but recom­
mending the adoption of the following resolutions:
1. Resolved-That the Executive Committee be., and are hereby
authorized to act as an advisory committee in the managing of
the Free Methodist.
2. Resolved-That in case of another transfer of the Free
Methodist, the Executive Committee be, and are hereby author..
ized to negotiate for the purchase of the same, and to conduct it
according to their best judgment. Adopted.
Part IV.-The Committee recommend that at least two sizes
of the new Hymn Book be published. Adopted.
Part V.-That B. T. Roberts be requested to write and publish
a full refutation of the untrue statements and misrepresentations
contained iu the article on "Free Methodists," published in
Bishop Simpson's" Cyclopedia of Methodism," lately issued.
Adopted.
VI.-ON EDUCATION.
1. The Committee on Education reported in favor of sanctified
education as a most efficient means of increasing the power of
its possessors to glorify God.
2. Recommended the ministers to use a1! proper methods of
acquiring useful knowledge.
3. The establishment and maintenance of schools controlled
by the influence of pure and undefiled religion.
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4. Commends the Ohili and Spring Arbor Seminaries, as im­
parting thorough and practical instruction, under the influ-ncc
of grace; and earnestly urges their patronage by our people,
and the freeing of the said inatitutions from financial em­
barrassment.
5. Regards it as highly important that the teachers in our
Seminaries be persons of sound piety, and that the principals
at least, be members of the Free Methodist Church. (For full
report, see F1'ee Methodist.)
VIlI.-ON REFORMS.
1. The report of the Committee on Reforms expresses hearty
sympathy with the great moral reforms of the day, especially
the antisecrecy and temperance movements, expressing the
opinion that, no person known to be a Free Masun, should be
allowed to preach or to administer the sacraments amongst us ;
and that the traffic in strong drinks should be suppressed by
the strong arm of the law.
2. Regrets the existence of the Communisttc element amongst
workingmen; and condemns the lawless acts of violence in­
spired thereby, in the recent railroad strikes, etc.; while also
severely censuring the oppressions of capitalists and business
corporations.
2. Commends the efforts now being made to secure the recog­
nition of God in the Constitution of the United States, and
pledging support thereto.
4. Calls attention to the fact that we, as a people, are almost
alone in contending for plainness of dress, in opposition to the
extravagant fashions of the times, and earnestly exhort our
people to guard against the introduction, little by little, of in­
novations and practices, calculated to foster conformity to the
world.
5. Calls attention to the fact that our rule on tobacco is some­
times abused by reason of its qualifying clause; and exhorts to
the maintenance of a pure conscience, and total abstinence from
the use of tobacco as a medicine.
6. Condemns the cultivation of hops and barley for general
market.
7. Discountenances as Sabbath-breaking practices, the Sunday
cheese and butter making, and the use of such public convey­
ances as are run without regard to the sancitity of the Sabbath
N. B.-For full report, see Free Methodist.
IX.-ON SUNDAY SCHOOLS.
1. The report of the Committee on Sunday Schools expresses
surprise at the fact that the Bible, as containing the revealed
will of God, has been, and still is, so little studied.
2. Rejoices that churches are becoming more attentive thereto,
evidenced by the fact that the best talent of the age is now de­
voted to it.
3. Instances the deeds of early Methodist preachera=-the
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Scotch Nonconformists and Mr. Moody, as specimens of the
effect of close Bible research.
4. Declares that to strengthen and establish our work as a
church, we must study more fully, systematically and carefully
from a Biblical standpoint.
5. That Sunday Schools should be pre-eminently devoted to
such study. and that they should be fully supplied with means
and appliances for this work.
6. That the pastor should be most actively engaged; should
lead in the preparation of' the weekly lesson : should meet
and superintend the studies of the teachers.
7. That general gathering, of the teachers and officers should
be held at least once a year for the careful study and discussion
of Sunday School questions.
8. Suggests that such g-atherings could be held in connection
with our districtmeetings.
9. Invites the co-operation of onr General Superintendents at
such gatherings.
10. Recommends the use of the Chatauqua series of lessons.
11. Commends Robert's" Fishers of Men," Owen's" Struck by
Lightning," Sister Dunning's I< Brands from the Burning," as
suitable books for use in Sunday School Iibraries.
12. And recommends tkat at all our conferences, the preach.
ers be required to report the extent of their Sabbath School
labors at the passage of their characters.
For full report, see . Free Methodist.
X.-ON CONFERENCE FINANCES.
The Committee reported the receipts and disbursements of
moneys for payment of delegates expenses as follows:
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The Committee recommended,
1. That the conferences which failed to raise their proportion
of the delegates' expenses, be instructed to raise the deficiency
during the present session of Conference.
2. If the deficiency does not meet the expenses of the dele.
gates, that the balance be paid out of the funds already
collected.
3 That where a eonfereuce has raised the amount a�ses8ed to
it, we recommend that the expenses of its delegates be first paid
out of this sum, and that the balance, if any remain, be paid to
Rev. E. C. Harroun, Sen., the treasurer of this committee.
4. That the balance of receipts over expenses, in the hands of
the treasurer, $85.21, be refunded to the several conference del­
egations, as soon as the deficiency is paid by those conference.
that are deficient.
5. That if any delegate leaves before the session closes,without
permission of the Conference, such delegate shall not be entitled
to have his expenses paid.
N. B.-1. Most of the delegates of the conferences that had
not raised the amount of their assessment, assumed the amount
of the deficiency, on behalf of their conferences, and consented
to the deduction of the same from their expenses,
2. At the close of Conference. the Treasurer was ordered to
pay the money on hand, in accordance with the previous recom­
mendations, which had been adopted by the Conference.
lS.-0N COLLECTING FUNDS FOR PUBLISHIN& THE MINUTES.
The Committee reported that they had collected $1550.
It was ordered that this sum be placed in the hands of the
Committee on Publishing the Minutes.
SUMMARY OF THE STATLSTICS OF THE FREE JlfETfIODIST OHURCfI--1878.
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